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Jury finds
in favor of
teachers
SHELBYVILLE, Ky. (AP) -A Shelby County jury has recommended that two teachers
who told of alleged Cheating
at a Henry County school should
receive nearly $700,000.
Elizabeth Fremd and Janeie
Hackett-Smith claimed that during the 1994-1995 and 19951996 school years, two groups
of fifth-grade students in the
school district who had scored
exceptionally well on the state
tests were barely able to read.
The Eastern Elementary
School students were simply
not capable of performing in
the classroom at a level anywhere near that which they
had tested, the two teachers
said.
Fremd and Hackett-Smith
sued in Shelby Circuit Court
in 1997. Circuit Court Judge
William Stewart ruled that the
two were not entitled to a jury
trial under the state's "whistleblower" statute. He did, however, agree to see what 12
community members would
decide in an advisory trial.
The jury members sided with
Fremd and Hackett-Smith, saying they believed cheating
occurred at Eastern Elementary on the statewide KIRIS
test, and that local officials did
not investigate in good faith
and covered up the cheating
problem.

KSU board
unable to
gather
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Five regents of Kentucky State
University wanted a meeting
to review allegations, as yet
unspecified, against the school's
new president, George W. Reid.
The attempt Monday fizzled
for lack of a quorum.
Two of the 11 regents can
call a meeting, but it takes six
to hold one.
Board of Regents Chairwoman Valinda Livingston was
among the no-shows, though
she was on the campus. She
delivered a statement to
reporters outside Reid's office
but answered no questions.
The gist of Livingston's statement was that she had refused
to call a special meeting of
the regents because she had
been given no specific allegations of wrongdoing.
Ambiguity seemed to be the
rule.
Reid's attorney, Jim Newberry, said Reid "has no earthly idea" what the allegations
are about and that it was unfair
to expect him to respond. Reid
did not appear.
Four regents — Brenda
Schissler, Anthony Howard, Elizabeth Short and Charles Bennett — asked Livingston to call
the special meeting. Those four
and a fifth regent, William G.
Johnson of Frankfort, were on
hand Monday.
Kentucky State is the smallest of the state's eight universities. Reid was hired 14
months ago from Benedict College in Columbia, S.C., where
he was a senior vice presi-,
dent.
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Senate panel to tour plant
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A U.S. Senate panel will travel to Paducah on Monday to look into safety conditions at the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant,
Sen. Jim Bunning, R-Ky., a member of
the Senate energy panel, announced the
Paducah hearing Monday,
Also Monday, Sen. Mitch McConnell,
Rikicy:.- announced- that the Senate Appropriations Committee's energy and water
development subcommittee will hold an Oct.
19 hearing on Capitol Hill. McConnell is
chairman of the energy subcommittee.

The hearings are the result of a lawsuit
filed against former plant operators charging that employees were not told they were
exposed to dangerous levels of plutonium,
uranium dust and other radioactive materials at the Department of Energy facility.
The field hearing by a Senate Energy
and Natural Resources subcommittee will
follow a separate House hearing Thursday
in Washington on the Paducah facility.
The House Commerce Committee's oversight and investigations subcommittee is
scheduled to hold its all-day hearing Thurs-

Crime Stoppers
meets Murray's
new police chief
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
John Knight brought a friend with him for his introduction
to the Murray-Calloway County Crime Stoppers.
The new chief of the Murray Police Department passed around
the Outstanding Crime Prevention Unit Award - and some praise
- Monday during the group's first monthly meeting since June.
"You folks work into this, too, you know," Knight said of
the plaque presented to the police unit Sept. 1 by the Kentucky
Crime Coalition. He noted the group's assistance to the police
department in getting information about crimes.
"You own a substantial part of it," Knight said.
Knight was the guest speaker at the brief meeting, but he
wasn't the only newcomer. Lt. Dave DeVoss, the interim assistant director of Murray State University's Public Safety Department, introduced the agency's new interim director, Dr. Mittie
Southerland.
Knight told the group he will support Crime Stoppers, but
added that he had had little dealings with the group because he
was never assigned to it during his 34 years with the Bessemer, Ala., police department.
"I'm a fan of Crime Stoppers even though I'm not familiar
with how it works," he said.
Knight said he plans to push the public service aspect of the
police department while building on its strengths, including its
youthfulness.
"You have an excellent police department," he said. "Our
goal is to make Murray a safe place to work, live and play."
In other matters, board members discussed whether to approach
MSU again about the possibility of installing an anonymous
toll-free tip line.
DeVoss noted the university declined to consider the matter
in late spring. He suggested they approach MSU again this fall.
An MSU group, the American Industrial Hygiene Association,
asked the board in February to support putting the tip line in
the local school systems. The group planned the tip line, which
allows students to phone in tips to an answering machine, as a

M See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
BATTERS UP...Monty Rogers lobs one to his wife Karen on one of the Murray-Calloway County Park ballfields Monday prior to his 5 p.m. class.

University plans celebration
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Families of Murray State University students will get
a chance to view the university up-close this weekend.
Family Weekend, sponsored by the MSU Student
Government Association and Residential College Association, will begin Sept. 17 and will conclude Sept. 18.
According to Josh Williams, Residential College Association president, Family Weekend will be a new endeavor for the university, but it will also not be an entirely original one.
"We had originally had parents' weekend and siblings' weekend the last couple of years," Williams said.
"The university just decided to combine the two into
one big weekend."

M See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — For Kentucky to
move its universities and colleges into national
research ranking and attract tens of thousands of
new students, 3 million square feet of new space
will be needed.
The Council on Postsecondary Education says
the first order of business should be to fix what
is in place before building anew.
The colleges and universities have their own
plans — about $2 billion worth in the coming
two years alone.
Lists compiled for the Capital Planning Advisory Board by the institutions include requests
for a variety of new buildings, repairs, renovations and equipment purchases.
There is a difference of opinion about the significance of the lists.
"They're wish lists," council deputy director
Ken Walker said Wednesday.
"It's more than just a wish list. It's an indication of need," said Ed Carter, vice president

for planning and budgeting at the University of
Kentucky.
The planning board, which is scheduled to
meet this week, is supposed to compile lists of
the most needed construction items across all of
state government. But there is a lot that will
happen before and after the planning board's
decisions.
A space planning study done for the council
concluded that universities, colleges and technical schools did no need any new buildings this
coming two-year budget period. All had more
space than they needed, though the study concluded there were some needs in specific areas,
such as research laboratories.
The universities compiled their original lists
before the space study, but few of them made
changes after the study, Walker said. And the
capital lists contain much more than just build-

• See Page 2

GOP shifts budget fight
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According to an MSU press release, parents, siblings
and other family members are invited to attend the
weekend's events.
"One of the main goals is to have visitors come to
campus and let them see where it is their son or daughter or brother or sister goes to school," Williams said.
Williams said that in addition to being used as a
recruiting tool, the weekend will also give added exposure to the Residential College Association, a student
group that represents MSU's colleges.
"Up until recently. different organizations had sponsored it," he said. "SGA sponsored it by themselves
last year, but didn't want to do it all themselves this

Higher education seeks
$2 billion in buildings

Tonight...Mostly clear. Low
around 50. Light north wind.
Wednesday...Partly cloudy.
High around 80.

- i 11 -IV !-3,

day on conditions at the plant and how lems at the sprawling complex.
federal and state regulators are overseeing
The Senate energy panel's subcommittee
operations.
wants to look into past and present workIn addition to the whistle-blower suit, er safety issues at Energy Department facil14 former employees and their families ities.
have filed a $10 billion lawsuit against
The Senate appropriations subcommittee
companies connected with the plant, claim- will explore the extent of contamination in
ing that the firms did_ not tell workers of .and around the_y_lant and look into the
the dangers -there.
41epartmenes-cleanup priorities to determine
Last week, the Energy Department shut whether federal spending is adequate for
down some operations at Paducah for one cleanup and health testing for workers.
day to allow an investigation of safety pracNo witnesses were announced Monday
tices after federal investigators found prob- for either Senate hearing.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
A LITTLE RELAXATION...Murray State University freshmen Debbie Taylor and Josh Scholl play a game of Frisbee on the lawn
of Hart Hall Monday afternoon.

WASHINGTON (AP) — With
Republicans all but writing off
their premier goal of cutting
taxes this year, the GOP will
now compete with President Clinton for political supremacy on
protecting Social Security, controlling spending and reducing
the national debt.
But even some Republicans
say it will be tough for them
to salvage much of a budget
victory if they end 1999 by losing their tax cut to a Clinton
veto and giving him some of
the extra spending he wants.
GOP leaders plan to ship their
10-year, $792 billion tax cut to
Clinton on Wednesday for his
promised veto.

"Pretty bleak." said Sen.
Chuck Hagel, R-Neb., of GOP
prospects for claiming a win
this year.
Congress will focus the bulk
of its energy in this session's waning weeks on completing the 11
remaining spending bills for fiscal 2000, which begins Oct. 1.
The GOP goal is to contain
Clinton's demands for more than
$25 billion in spending beyond
what Republicans want, and to
accuse him of wanting to pay
for the excess by raiding Social
Security surpluses.
"What does that extra spending crowd out? Does it come
out of Social Security?" said
Senate Majority Leader Trent

Lott, R-Miss., in a brief interview.
In contrast, Republicans say
they will pass all the spending
bills without using any Social
Security funds. They are hunting furiously for ways to do
that.
Many critics
including
Hagel — say they won't succeed without resorting to budget gimmicks, like declaring the
2000 census an "emergency" so
the surplus can be used to pay
for it. Nonetheless, the GOP
intent is to write bills that make
a statement.
"Social Security is where

• See Page 2
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From Page 1
year, so we jumped at the chance."
The weekend's activities will
begin Sept. 17 with a freshman
family dinner from 5-7 p.m. in
Winslow Cafeteria.
Williams said students will then
have the option of either attending the annual Mr. MSU pageant
at 7 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium or
attending SGA sponsored activities at the Regional Special Events
Center.
Williams said the RSEC activities will include miniature golf
and a game called "Quick Ball."
The second day of activities
will begin with open houses at
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the various residential colleges,
giving family members an opportunity to view the student living
experience.
Williams said the Residential
College Association and SGA will
then sponsor a Tent City, which
will be located in the grassy commons area between Franklin and
Springer Residential Colleges.
Williams said the Tent City activities will include carnival-type
games, as well as face-painting
and miniature golf. He also said
various campus organizations have
been invited to set up information tables.
Williams also said the MSU
Band is scheduled to make an
appearance at the Tent City activities and members of MSU's various athletic programs have also
been invited to attend.
Should families choose to attend,
the weekend will conclude with
MSTYK% 'horde—Mihail opener
against Southeastern Missouri State
University at 6 p.m.
Although admission to the game
will not be free of charge, reserved
bleacher and general admission tickets will be on sale at the gate of
Roy Stewart Stadium.

From Page 1

TRAFFIC CONTROL: Murray Police Department officer Keith Covey leads a bus out from 10th
Street after the dismissal of Murray Middle School Monday afternoon. Police are creating a
larger presence by the schools and gave at least two citations during the 15 minutes after
dismissal Monday.

• Education
From Page 1

Computer stolen
from radio station
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray police are investigating
the theft of a computer from the local radio station.
Officials from WFGE-Froggy
I 03/WSJP/WNBS reported Monday afternoon that an IBM computer valued at between $1,500 and
$2,000 was taken from a building
behind the Diuguid Drive.station, a
police press release said.
There were no signs of forced
entry on the building, which was
open at the time to allow access to
a soft drink machine, Detective
Capt. Bobby Holmes said.

ings. There are also the maintenance and replacement projects
that the council staff favors, large
equipment purchases and some
other items.
Carter noted that the council
itself, a group of gubernatorial
appointees who oversee higher education policy, has not acted on
the capital planning strategy. The
recommendation for no new buildings is from the council staff.
And then the institutions have
a history of seeking their own
plums from the legislature. Gov.
Paul Patton and council President
Gordon Davies have acknowledged
that practice and have pledged to
keep their recommendations in line
with the staff reports.
Finally, the biggest wild card

NEW LOCATION
Calloway County Chiropractic
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(AP) — The top five items on the capital priority
lists for Murray State University and the estimated
costs.
Murray State University
—Agriculture telecommunications center, $20 million.
—Science building, $25.8 million.
—Veterinary center, $12.5 million.
—Regional postsecondary center (Henderson) $9 million.
—Deferred maintenance pool, $864,000.
of all are members of the General Assembly, who will gather in
January to write the spending plan
for state government from July 1,
2000 to June 30, 2002.
"Will the legislature pursue some
of thee initiatives on their own?"

Carter wondered.
It has happened with some regularity. Projects that even the institutions put far down their own
lists somehow often wind up in
the budget at the behest of interested legislators.

Sex offender relocates
A
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
sex offender who was taken in by
a Danville couple after prison, drawing national attention and the wrath
of neighbors, has moved to Lexington.
Fayette County Sheriff Kathy
Witt said Monday that Nathanial
Sims registered an address at a
Lexington apartment last. week.
Witt's office, as required under
a new state law, issued public
notices that a "high risk" sex offender had moved into the community.
Sims spent 20 years in the Kentucky State Reformatory for the rape
and sodomy of a woman in Jeffersontown in 1978. The new law
required him to register his address
with local authorities.
The sheriff's notice emphasized
that Sims was not wanted by police

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
3-6-2
Pick 4:
0-8-1-6

EVENING
Pick 3:
3-4-5
Pick 4:
0-8-2-1
Cash 5:
10-12-18-22-33

and that police could not dictate
where he lived or worked. Sims
completed his sentence, so he is
not on parole or probation, state
Department of Corrections spokeswoman Carol Czirr said.
Sims was an obscure figure
until Mark and Tammy LaPalme
took him into their home in a
middle class neighborhood of
Danville.

•Police ...

Highlighting how that list of
spending needs is growing, White
From Page 1
House officials have informally proposed spending another $2.8 bilclass project.
The plan met some resistance lion for defense and other expensfrom people who felt anonymous es in Kosovo. Republican aides
tips went against the principles of responded that the request should
good citizenship because students be delayed until next spring because
should be taught to talk to their Congress already faces too many
spending demands.
parents or a teacher.
In the end, a partisan stalemate
Elsewhere, board president Stuusing the surplus means that
over
art Alexander said the fund-raising letter campaign would begin most of it will automatically be
after the first of the year. Last used to reduce the $5.6 trillion
national debt.
year's efforts raised $3,080.
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we're staking our ground," said
John Feehery, spokesman for House
Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-111.
But to prevail, Republicans will
have to battle the perception of
the public, which 'polls have long
shown trusts Democrats more than
Republicans to protect the massive pension program for the elderly and disabled.
Clinton and his aides would
pay for the extra spending by raising the tax on cigarettes and boosting fees on aappers and others.
Such proposals have little congressional support, but could shield
the White House from GOP accusations of looting Social Security
funds.
"Compared to cuts (in spending), compared to using the Social
Security surplus, the framework
we've put forward is the right
way to go," said Jacob Lew, the
White House budget director.
In the end, a bipartisan agreement may well involve spending
several billion dollars in Social
Security surpluses if the two sides
can agree to no other sources of
money. In that case, the two sides
would be left accusing each other
of forcing those Social Security
dollars to be spent.
Republicans also hope to limit
Clinton's spending demands, and
thus claim credit for reining the
president's effort to make government ever-larger. But that won't
be easy either for the GOP.
Many lawmakers of both parties favor many of Clinton's spending proposals for education, health
and other programs. It -will be
tough for GOP leaders to push
bills through Congress that are cut
too deeply.
On the other hand, many Republicans — especially conservatives
— remain infuriated by the latesession, $21 billion "emergency"
Congress
package
spending
approved last fall. Party leaders
pledged to never repeat that episode,
which many GOP lawmakers saw
as a Clinton victory, but some
Republicans see a replay in the
works.
"We're waltzing right back into
the same cul-de-sac," said Hagel,
a critic of last year's process.
Making it even harder for Republicans to control spending is the
broad congressional support for
the $7 billion the Senate has already
approved in emergency aid for
farmers, plus for extra money for
veterans-, the census, earthquake
aid for Turkey and Greece and
other programs.
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You Can Count
On Us To Solve
Your Problems
Quickly.

DEATHS
Stanley Pogue Outland
Stanley Pogue Outland, 83, North Palm Beach, Fla., died Sunday, Sept. 12, 1999, at Hospice of Palm Beach County.
Born in Murray, he had been a resident of Palm Beach for 43
years.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Kathleen Outland, to whom he
had been married for 62 years; one daughter, Mrs. Mary Lee
Kreiner, Tempe, Ariz.; two sons, Stanley Imes Outland, Boca
Raton, Fla., and John Beale Outland, Tallahassee, Fla.; two sisters, Mrs. Alma Gardner and Mrs. ARM-Bates; five grandchildren;
four great-grandchildren.
Family services were conducted.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of Palm
Beach County, 5300 East Ave., W. Palm Beach, FL 33407-2387.

O

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.

Mrs. Conchita E. Maceda
Mrs. Conchita E. Maceda, 76, Pagsanjan, Laguna, Philippines,
mother of Nayla (Nye) Maceda Marvin of Murray, died Sunday,
Aug. 1, 1999, at her home.
Preceding her in death were her husband and one grandson.
Survivors include four daughters, Nayla (Nye) Maceda Marvin,
617 Broad St. Ext., Murray, Amia E. Maceda, Makati, Metro
Manila, and Haydge--14. Bal;te and husband, Alfonso, and .Maria
Theresa E. Maceda, Pagsanjan; six sons, Dante E. Maceda and
wife, Antonia, San Fernando, La Union, Philippines, and Rowen
E. Maceda, Amante E. Maceda and wife, Angelina, Raul E. Maceda and wife, Letty, Ben-Hen E. Maceda and Ruben E. Maceda,
all of Pagsanjan.
Also surviving are one sister, two brothers, 21 grandchildren
including Tracy L. Manning and husband, Tracey, of Murray, and
two great-grandchidlren.
Graveside rites were held Aug. 5 at Ma-Ala-Ala Cemetery,
Laguna, Philippines.

MSU to offer sign
language course

Tony Boyd

Members of the, Calloway County Laker Band are shown with awards from the Madisonville Marching Band contest on Saturday. The Laker Band was named Grand Champion and qualified for the Kentucky Music Educator's Quarterfinals on Oct. 23. Pictured with
awards are: (from left) Daniel Ball, Bryce Miller, J. C. Hobbs, Chelsea Bullard, Nicki Jones
and Billy Bell.

Laker Band wins contest
"Receiving first place honors dance soloists April Ramsey and
The Calloway County High
School Laker Band returned home for the percussion section were Daniel Ball.
as Grand Sweepstakes Champion outstanding," according to section
The Laker Band has already
in the Madisonville Invitational leader, Austin Williams. "We've
for the 1999 State Quarqualified
Marching Band Contest Saturday. worked hard to achieve at this
terfinals in Munfordville, Ky., Oct.
The band received a distin- level and have high goals for the
23.
guished rating, the highest in the season."
KMEA sponsored event, and placed
If you haven't seen the Laker
This year's show is titled "The Band, come out and catch them
first in Class AA.
Billy Bell and Daniel Ball, who Mask of Zorro," which features in action Sept. 25 at the Henderserve as Drum Majors for the the music of composer James son Co. Marching Invitational.
Laker Band, were also recognized Homer. Soloists include Kaci Stark, Directors for the Laker Band are
as the top drum majors in Class Brian Miller, Tom Moore, Daniel Gary J. Mullins and Sean CorBall and Keith Henneberger, with bett.
AA.

The second is a six-week course
Picking up a second language
may be easier than expected, espe- to be held at the Paducah Camcially if the vocabulary and gram- pus building, 3000 Irvin Cobb
Drive. It begins Nov. 1 and conmar rules are already known.
Individuals are encouraged to tinues through Dec. 13, with meettry a hand this semester at sign ings held Monday evenings from
language and learn to communi- 6-9 p.m.
cate with hearing impaired famiThis community education
ly members, business associates
course includes a detailed manuand friends,
al in the course fee of $75.
Murray State University is offerTo enroll in Sign Language or
ing two courses on sign language,
both taught by Tyra Lokey, a cer- to receive additional information
At least 20 teams are expectabout this or any other non-credtified sign language instructor,
to compete in the Sixth Annued
The first is an eight-week course _it community education course, conAfrican Heritage Scholars Bowl
al
beginning Sept. 21 and confirm- tact MSU's office of conferences
Wednesday, Oct. 6, from 9 a.m.ing through Nov. 19, with meet- and workshops at 762-3662 or toll4 p.m. in the Curris Center.
ings held every Tuesday and Thurs- free outside of Calloway County
This annual event, hosted by
at (800) 669-7654.
day evening from 7-9 p.m.
Murray State University, is a quick
recall tournament in which high
school teams compete.
Students compete in an academic tournament fashion for schol-

Academic event
to be held at MSU

ACT prep courses to be
offered by university

Murray State University will be
offering two five-week ACT test
prep courses Saturday mornings
from 9 a.m.-noon in MSU's Paducah campus building, 3000 Irvin
Cobb Drive.
The first will begin Sept. 18
and end Oct. 16, just before the
Oct. 23 national test date. The
second session begins Nov. 6 and
ends Dec. 4, just before the Dec.
11 national test date.
A third session for alternative
school schedules will meet Monday-Friday during the week of Oct.
4.
In mid-August, Kentucky's state
department of education noted that
ACT scores for high school seniors had dipped this year to just
a tenth of a point above the nation- -al.average.
The prep course offers high

school students in this region an
opportunity to prepare for this
important assessment exam and
increase their chances at receiviv a higher score.
Students will be provided course
material prepared by Kaplan, the
nation's leader in test preparation
curriculum material.
The text includes a sample ACT
for students to take and grade in
class. The test preparation program stresses test-taking strategies
and proper time management.

GIB

ran
INSURANCE
Your partner in protection

SUWIFRIBE

302 N 12th St
Murray
753-5842

Experience

DYNAMIC
MOMENTS

With
John
Klibonoff
Pianist
September 18 @ 8PM
Tilghman Auditorium
Paducah Symp hony
800)738-3727

arships and other prizes.
Program coordinator Doris
Clark-Parham said the scholars
bowl provides students with an
opportunity to showcase their
knowledge of African-American
history while getting a brief look
at life on the MSU campus.
For more information or to register a team, contact Clark-Parham
-at (270) 762-3068.

Den
6Decqatin INTERIORS
Window Treatments • Carpet

Murray Home & Auto

Upholstery. Bedspreads
Furniture • Accessories

7534184 or 7594776
We come to you

Pamela Clark

Chestnut St
Murray
753-2571 or 753-4110

.7iltn/aeue
HOME CENTER®

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 -5:30
Sat. 7:30-5:00

To enroll your high school junior or senior in Murray State's
ACT test prep course or to receive
additional information, contact
MSU's office of conferences and
workshops at 762-3662 or toll-free
outside of Callowa?,County at(800)
669 7654.

Lifeliner STE
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)
•6 Year Limited Warranty
• 24 Month Free Replacement
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance
• Smooth, Quiet Ride

Warehouse Tire
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Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Dovv Jones Ind. Avg...1094&96 • 81.37
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AT&T
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Exxon
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Goodyear
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IBM
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601
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Intel
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LG&E
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Mercantile Bank
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pfizer, Inc.
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Time Warner
Union Planters
UST
Wal-Mart

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker In this stock
unc - cince unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

Prices as
of 9 a.m.
24% +7/.
21%2/4
-st.
43%22
/
4 -%
511
69%.
94% +1
/
4
36% -%
37% -%
63% -%
52%.-%
334/.-%
66%+%
61'/.
41%
.
30%2
47%
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HILLIARD
DONS
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... but we won't treat you like one.
We'll just give you a good one when you
open an interest-bearing account today.
See Patsy Hale or Jane Curd today for a
good rate on a Certificate of Deposit, a
Personal Investment Account, a Checking
Account with Interest or many of our
other investment accounts.
At The Murray Bank, you'll feel at home with
local service, local decisions, local banking.
In fact, our name says it all!
1000 Whitnell
Murray KY
270 753 5626
Merntef FDIC

he1)

Mirray Bank
.4

How Banking Should Be
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Prayer for a stepson
I. The summer of my sophomore- year of college, I worked
as a secretary at Johnson & Johnson. "The college girl." they called
me.
Sometimes after lunch, a woman
named Bev read fortunes. Her hands
she took my
were rough when .
palm in hers. She saw long life
and good health.
Not a word about a husband
or kids. So I asked.
"You'll be married -twice and
have no children," she said.
Of course, I didn't believe her.
And then I married at 23 and
divorced before I was 30. Childless.
II. My first date with my second husband was Oct. 13, 1985.
We met for Sunday brunch. Afterwards, we walked out to the parking lot together. He had a Plymouth Reliant the color of mud.
A station wagon
"Geez!" I thought to myself.
"A Dad car."
Ill. A few months later, I met
Roy's sons,Andy and Noah. Together with their Dad, the three of
them were like a situation comedy. They drank milk straight from
the bottle; refused to use napkins
at the dinner table; considered Easy
Cheese a major food group.
When they wrestled, lamps toppled, cushion flew. The dog, Rags,
got so excited he humped the cushions.
IV. Andy was mellow, easygoing. Noah hated Now Jersey.
He didn't like my accent either.
He would only--eat
queso and chips when we went
to a restaurant. But I knew there
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was hope. He glued stars to the
ceiling of his bedroom. Anyone who
would bring the sky inside has
the soul of a poet.
V. One cold winter night, we
all went sleigh riding together and
Noah loaned me a pair of mittens.
This is no fairy tale, but after
1_
that we lived happily.
V. My favorite picture of Noah
is a shot of nine people on a
bright blue raft.
White water swirls around them.
Eight of them look shocked, like
their pockets have just been picked.
But they are trying to look like
they are having a good time. Noah
is the only one ignoring the camera.
He's already forgotten the treacherous channel behind. He squints
as he reads the approaching rapids.
The prospect of the unknown thrills
him.
VI. Noah got married on Saturday, on a sylvan lake in Colorado.
The first time I met his lovely bride, Danika, she loaned me
the coat off her back. And then
she tried to give me a pair of
platform sandals that were too
heavy to taL backChilC bi
plane to Australia. I let her keep
the sandals.

VII. We love Danika. Everyone does. She's dazzling — blond,
blue-eyed, a champion snowboarder, a gymnast,an equestrienne.
She is also wise, noble, loyal, generous and fierce. A wild woman
A warrior.
VIII. Noah is the only person
in the world who could convince
me to go white water rafting,
which I did the day before his
wedding.
Because I promised. Danika
promises me that someday — when
I'm ready — she will teach me
how to trampoline, so I can somersault in the air. Some day I'll
let her.
IX. It is one of life's miracles.
Today I have two step-sons, daughters-in law, even a grandchild. The
fortune teller was wrong.
X. Let us pray for blessings
on the marriage of Noah and Danika.
May their union be as strong
and joyful as they are. May each
journey they take begin with hope.
May they remember to take
turns at the helm, whether it's a
raft, a yacht, or junk no one else
believes is sea-worthy.
If they lose their maps, they
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Letters...
Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040,

FROM OUR READERS

Had Leeper indicated that he wished to remain
on the committees he previously held, we would
have been happy to work with him in a spirit of
unity.
As it was, we were left only with the information he provided to us - he did not care.
Dear Editor:
We do care. We care too much for the people
After numerous news accounts pointing out just
of
this state to assign key responsibilities to someone side of the story, we feel compelled to set the
refusing to express his willingness to take
one
record straight regarding the Senate Democratic
them on.
Caucus's treatment of Bob Leeper.
Leeper continues- to deceive the voting .public,._ - In explaining-his defection-from the Democra'
I
just
as he did 10 months ago when he accepted
tic Party and the voters who elected him, Leeper
end, -the wind takes us where we
funds
and full support from the Democratic Party.
alleges we made him an "outcast" within the cauneed to go.
_In
that
same vein, he is attempting to falsely juscus by removing him from "a committee chairmanshiptify
his
reasons for switching parties.
that he held for six years and three key commitAs Democrats helped him in his hard-fought
tees." (The Paducah Sun, Aug. 27)
campaign, Leeper complained often about the alleThe reality is that chairmanships and commitgations Republicans made about him.
tee assignments were made this time, as has been
Now, we can only believe that those allegations
the case for many years, from preference sheets _ are true since he has joined the Republican ranks.
submitted by senators.
The truth is that Leeper wanted to be President
Leeper was the only senator out of 38 who did Pro Tern of the Senate and cannot accept the fact
CAL'S THOUGHTS
-not-submit-a-preference
that -he was not,his colleagues choice for (hat
Despite this, we both spoke with Leeper, urg- leadership position.
ing him to indicate his choices for appointments.
His recent behavior thoroughly demonstrates why
On numerous occasions, he told us that he had he was not the right choice to be a leader in the
CAL THOMAS
no intention of returning a preference sheet, that Kentucky State Senate.
he did not care if he received a chairmanship and
Democrats will persevere. We will continue our
Syndicated Columnist
that he should be placed on whichever committees work to provide better schools, safer streets, lower
Palestinian negotiators promise 1941. They talked peace while
we wanted him to serve.
taxes and economic opportunity in all regions of
minuscule things in exchange for preparing to bomb Pearl Harbor.
As leaders faced with 37 requests from the other this state.
the land that Israel pledges to give
Under the latest agreement,
senators who knew how they wanted to serve, we
them.
Larry Saunders, President of the Senate and
which affirms the Wye River accord
felt it necessary to work with the information that
Who thinks Arafat is more like- the Clinton administration pressured
Joey Pendleton, President Pro Tempore
had been provided to us.
ly to live up to these promises
then-Israeli Prime Minister Benthan previous ones he has conjamin
Netanyahu to sign, Israel,
sistently broken?
in
addition
to the land installment
Within hours after the signing
ceremony, car bombs in Haifa and plan, will also: (1) hand over more
Tiberias exploded in what appeared than 350 prisoners, nany of them
WASHINGTON (AP) - Camto be a terrorist attack gone awry. involved in violence; (2) open a paign biographies tend to be tedious
WASHINGTON TODAY
Three people, apparently the southern safe-passage route between books. John McCain's is not.
perpetrators, were killed.
The usual formula is a sermon
Gaza and the West Bank,connecting
An Arafat spokesman predictably the Palestinian territories;(3) allow on the virtues of the candidate, a
denied responsibility, but Hamas construction of a commercial sea- catalogue of proposals,chapters that
WALTER MEARS
read like campaign speeches.
and the terrorism network won't port in Gaza.
McCain's newly published
be stopped by ink stains dried
Associated Press Writer
The seaport will be useful to "Faith of My Fathers" includes
upon some line.
While PLO negotiators claim the Palestinianslor importing arms one paragraph on his public career, for raids on Hanoi, until the one its retelling in a succession of telto want peace, they are making for the coming all-out war against now as senator from Arizona, and on Oct. 26, 1967, when a North evised interviews about the book
what remains of the Jewish state. none about his campaign for the Vietnamese missile blew off his could be his way up in a campreparations for war.
Look for the Palestinians to make 2000 Republican presidential cam- plane's right wing, and he para- paign in which character will be
According to an Israeli milia factor.
chuted into captivity.
tary spokesman, a new tunnel has only token gestures in living up paign.
"I am a public figure now, and
Both arms and his right knee
It isn't a political story, it is a
recently been discovered running to their minimal promises.
public profile is inextricably
landed
in
a
my
were
broken
when
he
personal
and
family
memoir,
and
between the Palestinian and EgyptOnce the latest land grab is
the
linked
to my POW experiences,"
lake
in
the
middle
of
shallow
ian sections of the Gazan border finished, watch for Arafat to demand his account of 5 1/2 years as a
writes. "Whenever I am
McCain
attempt
would
have
city.
"An
escape
prisoner
of
war
in
North
Vietnam,
town of Rafiah (there are many more land and, when he doesn't
introduced at an appearance, the
of beatings so savage that he con- • been challenging," he writes.
other tunnels in territory relinget it, the West will put new pres- templated suicide, and did sign a
That understated style is typi- speaker always refers to my war
quished by Israel)
him. stilted confession to "black crim- cal as he writes of two years in record first...
Israel
to
give
it
to
sure
on
Inside the tunnel, authorities
The beast won't be satisfied inal behavior" as a Navy pilot solitary confinement, his unheal"But I have tried hard to make
discovered digging tools, ropes and
until he has it all, including all bombing Hanoi. It sounds harm- ing injuries, the beatings and bind- what use I can of Vietnam and
other devices.
ings he su5gred for his defiance not let the memories of war encumless but haunts him nonetheless.
Israeli military officials believe of Jerusalem.
of
his captors and questioners, fel- ber the rest of my life's progress."
"Many
guys
broke
at
one
time
presOn May 15, 1965, Egyptian
terror organizations are using the
There's a small but growing
'
low
prisoners who, by his account,
or
another,"
he
writes.
"I
doubt
explosives
declared:
tunnels to bring arms,
ident Gamal Abdul Nasser
library
of 2000 presidential camsuffered
far
worse
than
he.
and other dangerous items into the.
"Our aim is the creation of a anyone ever gets over it entirely.
to
books,
most of them conThe
Vietnamese
offered
paign
There
is
never
enough
time
and
autonomous areas.
unified and contiguous Arab region
political
agendas.
1968;
he
refused,
centrating
on
release
him
in
distance
between
the
past
and
the
Israel says all of the tunnels start- from which Israel will be elimione
on
Bush later,
knew
they
wantThere
willbe
writing
that
he
present
to
allow
one
to
forget
his
ed from the Palestinian side.
nated."
because
described
by
his
aides
as
an aneced
a
propaganda
spectacle
shame."'
Why would a people supposThere is no reason to believe
was
an
admiral
—
and
dotal
biography.
his
father
But
he
also
writes
that
the
edly desiring peaceful coexistence
Pat Buchanan has just published
with Israel be engaged in activi- this objective has been abandoned. ordeal taught him lessons of serv- assumed command of U.S. forces
Republican, Not an Empire,"
the
chty
he
said
no,
"A
in
the
Pacific
to
ice,
reason
commitment,
self-confidence,
(unital)
(ital)
is
There
ties one could properly discern as
didn't
know
it.
on
the
foreign policy he advoalthough
he
and
purpose
—
after
a
"misspent
believe that the latest "peace"
war-like?
Mark
cates.
Steve
Forbes' is titled "A
book,
written
with
youth"
of
The
rowdy,
rebellious,
someThis is precisely what the Japan- accord will assist Israel's enemies
aide,
is
being
New
Birth
of
Freedom, and cataSalter,
his
top
Senate
episodes.
times
drunken
ese did to the United States in in reaching it.
Texas Gov. George W. Bush, published — and promoted — as logues his campaign agenda, includthe front-running Republican can- McCain begins an autumn campaign ing a half-page sample of the postMI WRAY
didate, admits youthful indiscre- push to raise his profile in the card tax form he says would be
tions. McCain recounts some of field of nine Republican candi- the rule if his flat income tax plan
his - no illicit drugs, the ques- dates led by Bush. McCain will became law. Dan Quayle came out
Bush won't answer — but be out promoting it this month with "Worth Fighting For" earlier
tion
AMY WILSON
WALTER L. APPERSON
drinks too many times. and next, on a candidate's book this summer, advocating a 30-permany
too
Managing Editor
Publisher
He tells of a drunken fall through tour, financed, tellingly, by his cent tax cut, term limits, an aborALICE ROUSE
tion ban and other campaign proa date's screen door, a fling with campaign, not his publisher.
General Manager
So it fits the quest it does not posals, and saying that he wants
an exotic dancer called "Marie,
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
the Flame of Florida" as a young explicitly promote. Indirection may to restore traditional values.
be
more effective anyhow;
McCain's is personal — and
pilot.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.
Then Vietnam, as a volunteer McCain's is a heroic story, and timed for political impact.

Senate leaders
defend treatment

Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to (502)
753-1927 or e-mail them
to mh@murrayledger.com

Book defies convention
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The spin cycle
---Ni-sinriply, the agreement signed
by Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
and Israeli Prime Minister Ehnd
Barak, and witnessed by Egypt's
president and America's secretary
of state, is a piece of theater
designed to mask the true intention of Israel's enemies: complete
domination of all the land they
continue to regard as Palestine.
Such an objective remains in
their language, in the sermons of
their clergy, in their television
news, in classroom instruction
aimed at creating a new generation of Jew haters and in their hearts.
Israel's enemies can be likened
to a wild animal.
The flaw in Western thinking
has always been that such a beast
will be satisfied with a small piece
of meat and will not want the
rest.
In fact, the animal will continue td demand more and threaten you if you don't give it to
him.
Finally, when you refuse to give
any more, he will forcibly take
the rest and then eat you.
There is a cycle in the Middle
East, of which the scenario in Sharm
El Sheik last weekend is a part.
Middle
East commentator
Clarence Wagner Jr. of the organization Bridges for Peace describes
it this way: (I) The Arabs make
great peace overtures that get Israel
and the West excited; (2) Israel
and the Arabs negotiat an accord
that promises certain concessions
from the-Arabs in exchange for
land given to them by Israel; (3)
Israel gives them land, but the Arabs
do not reciprocate; (4) the peace
process stalls; (5) Israel is blamed;
(6) the West pressures Israel to
get on with the process;(7) efforts
to "jump start" the process are
made by Israel with input from
the West; (8) nothing ,happens, the
Israeli leader is ousted in elections and his successor promises
to do better; (9) go back to (1)
and begin again, which is where
Barak is.
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Home Department
to meet Thursday

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will open
the 1999-2000 club years with a
meeting on Thursday at 1:30 p.m.
at the club house.
June Vander Molen of the Literacy Program will be the guest
speaker and will speak about "Literacy."
The devotion will be given by
Evelyn Paulson.
Installed as officers for the new
club year at the recent meeting at
Green Horse Cafe were Jackie

Wasn't it wonderful to look out early Monday morning and
see where it had rained during the night. We felt a few drops
of rain late Sunday afternoon, but nothing developed from it.
This has been such a long session of going without rain. Sure
has helped in the lawn mowing situation, but hard on the many
pastures, crops and lawns.
It was good that the many fund-raising activities were not
rained out on Saturday such as the WATCH Charity Golf Tournament at the Oaks Country Club and the Bike-A-Thon for
Diabetes at Murray High School. It was good to hear that such
a large crowd attended the annual fund-raising banquet for
LifeHouse Care Center for Women at the Murray State University Curris Center.

Helm, chairman; Dorothy Higginbotham, vice president; Bobbie
Waters, secretary; Barbara Chil
cutt, treasurer.
Virginia Thomson installed the
new officers at the luncheon meeting.
Officers of the department will
be hostesses to the ,meeting i'ii
Thursday and urge all members
to attend.
Names will he tabled for membership and a collection for CARE
will be taken.

Know the signs of stroke.

•

• Sudden weakness or numbness of the face, arm or leg on one side
ofthe body
• Sudden dimness or loss of vision, particularly in only one eye
• Loss of speech or difficulty talking or understanding speech
• Sudden, severe headaches with no apparent cause
• Unexplained dizziness, unsteadiness, or sudden falls,
especially when it includes any of the symptoms
mentioned above
(606) 254-5701

Outland Cemetery event planned
A A meeting will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the Outland Cemetery, located east of Murray off Highway 94 East. Donations will
be taken, but a meal will not be served. Persolis unable to vend
may send their donations for the maintenance of tfte ceatery to
Betty 0. Vinson, 2011 Gatesborough, Murray, KY 42071.

CARDINAL
HILEIMpAi

East meeting is today
East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet today (Tuesday) at 5 p.m. in the teachers' lounge. Agenda
items include PTA, CTBS scores, and third reading of election policy. Patsy Whitesell, principal, invites the public to attend.
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Rev. ,and Mrs. Billy G. Turner

Couple will be married
for 50 years on Sept. 17

Screenings are scheduled
Murray Independent Schools will be conducting hearing and
vision screenings on Wednesday and Thursday at the various school
in the city system.
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WMU meeting will be tonight
The WMU of First Baptist Church will meet tonight (Tuesday)
at 7 p.m. in the fellowship hall of the church. The Bea Walker
group will present the program on the 1999 Eliza Broadus State
Missions Week of Prayer. New officers for 1999-2000 will be
installed. All members and interested persons are invited.

Church ladies will meet
The ladies of University Church of Christ will have a potluck
brunch on Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the fellowship hall. Later a
meeting will be held to discuss the Ladies Wednesday Morning
Bible Class. All interested ladies are invited.

Tiger Booster Club will meet
Murray High School Tiger Athletic Booster Club will meet
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the high school library. All members.
sport-s---represemradv-es and mates are encouraged- To attend. -

North meeting Thursday
'North Elementary School Community Service and Support Committee will meet Thursday at 7:30 a.m. at the school.

North PTO plans event
North Elementary School PTO will have an open house and
back-to-school night on Thursday at 6 p.m. Parents and guardians
will be able to visit their children's classrooms and talk with the
teachers.

Dorcas class plans brunch
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will have
a brunch on Thursday at 10 a.m. at Dumplin's. Mary Nell Riley
will install the new officers. All members are urged to attend.

Singles SOS will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) is scheduled to meet tonight
(Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the Weaks Community Center (use back
entrance). The SOS is a non-profit, nondenominational, social support group for singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For more information call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1270-247-7754.

Depression meeting Wednesday
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the Home Care building office of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For more information call Kathy Culbert RN, MSN, CS
at 762-1485.

Cardiac group will meet
Cardiac Support Group will meet Wednesday at 11 a.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Kathy Farrell RN, MSN, FNP will present a program on "Angina." For more
information call Sharon/Paschall RN at 762-1170.

The Rev. and Mrs. Billy G. Turner of Murray will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on-Frittar---Sep4,
---1-1—
No formal celebration is planned.
The couple was married Sept. 17. 1949, at the home of the bride's
parents, Murray. Their attendants were Annette Butterworth and Ray
Broach.
Mrs. Turner, the former Larue Jones, is the daughter of the late
Delmus Jones' and Lillie Mayer Jones.
Rev. Turner is the son of the late Jennings Turner and Veva Bazzell
Turner. He is presently served as interim pastor at Fairview Baptist
Church, Paris, Tenn.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Brenda Butler and husband, Dennis,
of Louisville, and one son, Steve Turner and wife, Kathy, of Clarksville,
Tenn.
Their grandchildren are Tiffany Smith and husband, Kevin, of
Newark, Ohio, Christian Turner of Clarksville, Tenn., and Dawn Butler of Louisville. One great-grandchild is Ryan Mitchell Smith of
Newark. Ohio.

4-H Bicycle
Rodeo set
All Calloway County youth and
adults are invited to the 4-H Bicycle Rodeo on Saturday at the Calloway County Middle School parking lot off College Farm Road,
according to Ginny Harper, Calloway County Cooperative Extension Agent for 4-H/Youth Development.
The cost will be 25 cents to
participate in the event to begin
at 8:30 a.m. and end at 11 a.m.
Participants may ride through
the six challenging courses, turn
in score cards and then leave.
Winners in the 9 to 18 age
divisions may compete at the Kentucky State Fair next August.
Prizes including a new bicycle, donated by Wal-Mart, will be
awarded at 11:30 a.m. but contestants must be present to win.
First through third places in
each division will receive a prize.
All contestants are eligible to
win the bicycle.
Youth must have a bicycle helmet on as they maneuver the
courses.
The 4-H Council has a few to
lend participants.
For more information call Harper at 753-1452.
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1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY

753-1133
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RAILROAD DINING CAR FOOD
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437-4200

Wehope eyerythms goes
perfectly. Nobody likes
surprises in the hospital. And
when you so home, you
won't want any surprises
there, either
So just say,

When you neeici home hospital equipment,
like beds or wheelchairs, or breathing aids
like nebulizers or oxygen...
just say, "Holland'
MURRAY
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270.753.1465
Toll Free: 1800227-4l25

You'll set the finest equipment backed by
skilled pharmacists, technicians, therapists
and claims specialists.
Don't be surprised.
Just say, "Holland:

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

•

We are pleased
to have these
couples registered
through our
Bridal Registr-y.
Renee Wallace Anthony Miller
Jessica Prescott Lance Burkecn

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

WAL*MART

Call For Openings

SUPERCENTEI?

753-5227

04 NW"LOOP MOM *LINNVI VOL 1001.rt

,..7(4,Hwy.641 N.• Murray

Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest

hospital?

Paducah • KY 42001
270.442.6311
Toll Free: 1.800-223.4947

Regiiiry

MOCCASINS

Going to the

PAD UCAH
1914 Broadway

WE INSURE
CITY HOMES...

MINNETONKA

logs. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

753-4703
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Accredited by the
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the Accreditation of
Healthcare
Organizations
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Holland Medical Equipment
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Johnson seeks defensive answers
When projecting ahead after
two games of the 1999 season,
you can bet that an 0-2 start is
not what Denver Johnson had in
mind.
Consecutive losses to Division
I-A powerhouse Wisconsin and
Gateway Conference member
Southern Illinois have left the Murray State Racers reeling.
The biggest problem is a defense
that has allowed a combined 109
points and nearly 1,000 total yards
of offense.
While trying to defend Heisman hopeful Ron Dayne and the
Big Ten champions can be overlooked to a certain extent, last
Saturday's disappointing 58-51
shootout loss to Southern Illinois
has got Johnson worried.
The Racers allowed a whopping 553 yards in total offense to
SIU - 363 of which came in a
first half that saw the Salukis
score the first 35 points en route to a commanding 41-12 lead at halftime.
It was a first half that saw
Murray's cornerbacks repeatedly
getting beat deep down the field
and an anemic pass rush that
allowed Saluki quarterback Sherard Poteete to throw for 320 yards
and five scores.
"I'm bitterly disappointed in the
way we performed," said Johnson
during his weekly press conference at Roy Stewart Stadium Monday. "It surprised me that we
played that poorly.
"I don't want to take any credit away from SIU - because they
played well. But we made them
look a little better than they really are."
But can we really be surprised
about how this defense has per-

early-season losses.
The Indians have struggled
SCOTT
offensively against Southern IlliNANNEY
nois and during a 55-7 drubbing
at the hands of fourth-ranked Illinois State on Saturday.
"They continue to play good
defense," Johnson said. "But it
STAFF looks like they're still trying to
something that works offenWRITER find
sively.
"They've got some talent. So
it may be a race between our
formed so far'?
defense and their offense to see
After all, this is a unit that who solves their problems first."
was hit hard by graduation. So
In a conference that boasts few
much so that only three starters pushovers, Murray may be getreturned.
ting the Indians at just the right
Since then, the Racers have time. Couple that with a bye week
melded a host of fresh faces that (Sept. 25), and the Racers could
includes the likes of newcomers be in good shape for the stretch
Jilon Van Over and Shaka Jones run.
and two defectors from national
By all indications, they had betchampion Tennessee - Chris Ram- ter have all the wrinkles ironed
seur and Tyrone Graham.
out by Oct. 2. That's when MSU
This group, and a host of oth- travels to Western Kentucky, who
ers, have joined returning starters returns to the OVC after a long
Steve Williams, Gary Humphrey absence.
and Beau Guest - which has led
A difficult conference slate also
Johnson to this assessment:
includes perennial power Eastern
"Randall (McCray) and I both Kentucky and upstart Tennessee
feel like we expected this group Tech.
to come a little further a little
But the real scary part is a
faster than we should have," John- Nov. 13 date with defending league
champion Tennessee State at
son explained.
"We might have overestimated Nashville's new Adelphia Colisehow far along they were ... And um.
maybe we were asking some guys
The Tigers feature a high-octane
to do some things they couldn't passing attack that exploits the
do," he added.
Racers' current weaknesses.
Whatever the reason, the RacIn all likelihood, defeating the
ers - don't have long to find an Tigers is a key to winning the
answer.
conference championship and gainCome Saturday, MSU will open ing a berth in the I-AA playoffs,
Ohio Valley Conference play which has eluded Johnson in his
against Southeast Missouri State first two years at MSU.
- a team that has also had its
Until then, it's back to the
share of problems in ,a pair of drawing board.

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

LOOKING FOR ANSWERS...Murray State coach Denver Johnson discusses a call with
an official during Saturday's 58-51 loss at Southern Illinois.

Ali honored as Kentucky Athlete of Century
.By TIFFANY MEREDITH
:Associated Press Writer
•
✓ LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Muham!mad All was called "the most loved man
on earth" and received a standing ova:non at a banquet recognizing him as
:the state's Athlete of the Century by the
;Kentucky Athletic Hall of Fame.
All, an Olympic gold medalist and
;three-time world heavyweight boxing
!Champion, was originally inducted in 1985.
Eight others, including jockey Steve Cau-

then and NASCAR driver Darrell Waltrip, were inducted in a ceremony MnI:
day night.
"Every person up here is great. they're
all famous, but there's only one who's
really the greatest," said Hall of Fame
president Jim Ellis.
In front of a crowd of about 500,
the largest in the reception's history, All
received a bronze plaque that will hang
in Freedom Hall in Louisville along with
his original award.

OVC keeps
basketball
tourney in
Nashville

Before the ceremony, fans clustered
around All clutching books and photographs featuring the man who could
"float like a butterfly and sting like a
bee."
He retired from boxing in 1981 with
a 56-5 record and 37 knockouts, but the
charismatic All is as well known for his
outspokenness and his humanitarianism.
"It's important to understand what
makes this man stand apart from all the
others," said All's wife, Lonnie. "He is

the most loved individual on the face
of the earth. I think that's because he
loves everyone, regardless of where they
came from or who they are, or what
color they are."
As All was unable to attend the first
reception in 1985, his wife said it was
poignant for him to receive the award
now among friends in Louisville, where
he began his career at age 12.
"It's only right that it end the millennium and the century here as well,"

she said.
Others inducted Monday were:
— Former Louisville and Washington
Redskins football player Joe Jacoby;
— Golf promoter Dwight Gahm;
— Former UK and NFL player Derrick Ramsey;
— Former UK basketball star and
Centre college coach Lea Wise Prewitt;
— High school and Alabama assistant basketball coach and announcer Jock
Sutherland.

Marino, Dolphins spoil
Elway's night in Denver
By JOHN MOSSMAN
AP Sports Writer
DENVER (AP) -- With a boost from
Miami's special teams, Dan Marino spoiled
John Elway's going-away party.
Marino was coolly efficient Monday night,
throwing two touchdown passes as the Dolphins prevailed 38-21 on the night Elway
was inducted into the Broncos' Ring of Fame
and had his No. 7 jersey retired.
Miami blocked a field goal and a punt,
setting up 10 points, and rookie running
backs Rob Konrad and J.J. Johnson each scored
a touchdown as the Dolphins ended Denver's 24-game regular-season winning streak
at home. They also raised questions about
the Broncos will put up a serious bid for
a third straight Super Bowl victory.
Denver quarterback Brian Griese, the second-year pro who made his first NFL start
after being elevated over Bubby Brister two
weeks ago, was impressive, completing 24
of 40 passes for 270 yards and three touch-

c BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP) —
The Ohio Valley Conference
announced a five-year contract
extension that will keep its annual championship basketball tournaments at the Gaylord Entertainment Center in Nashville.
The men's and women's OVC
tourneys have been held at the
arena since 1997. The extension
will keep them there through
2006.
"No Division I conference
plays its tournament at any better venue," OVC Commissioner
Dan Beebe said Monday. "We
look forward to continuing to
conduct our tournament together,
is well as co-hosting NCAA
dvents at the facility."

File photo

The first and second rounds
Of the NCAA men's tournament
are slated to be held at the arena
in 2000.

STEALING THE SHOW...Miami's Dan
Marino threw two touchdown passes
to lead the Dolphins over Denver 3821 Monday night.

downs, all to Ed McCaffrey.
Griese wasn't Elway — no one expected him to be — but therein was a problem for the Broncos. Because Griese's arm
didn't pose the threat that Elway's did, Miami
was able to play eight men close to the
line of scrimmage to shut down Terrell Davis,
who finished with 61 yards on 19 carries.
"It's like when Michael Jordan left," said
cornerback Terrell Buckley, whose 43-yard
return with a blocked field goal set up
Miami's first touchdown. "Griese, he can
play. But John Elway can flat out get it
done."
Griese did a convincing Elway imitation
on the game's first series. He completed
four of six passes — and both incompletions were on balls dropped by receivers —
and hit McCaffrey on a 61-yard touchdown
pass less than four minutes into the game.
But the Dolphins, who lost 38-3 to Denver in last season's NFL playoffs, scored
the next 24 points.
Early in the second quarter, Buckley blocked
Jason Elam's 44-yard field-goal attempt, returning it 43 yards to the Denver 36. Marino
passed 28 yards to O.J. McDuffie, and two
plays later Karim Abdul-Jabbar scored from
the I.

Louisville's Smith seeing better run defense
By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The talk
this season was supposed to be about
Louisville's golden-armed quarterback and
his troupe of fleet-footed receivers.
• Following convincing victories over
kentucky
and Chattanaga, however, the
.
.
primary topic of conversation has been
the dominance of the Cardinals' running

game — on both sides of the ball.
In John L. Smith's first two games
with the program last season. Louisville
got blown out twice and surrendered a
combined 538 yards on the ground to
Kentucky and Utah. In those same two
games. the Cardinals rushed for a total
of 248 yards.
Fast forward a year and the turnaround
is remarkable.

After two games, Louisville leads the
nation in rushing defense at minus-13.5
yards per game while running back Frank
Moreau ranks third in the country in rushing with 184.5 yards per game and is
tied for first in individual scoring at 18
points a game.
"We've talked all year long about how
we've got to improve and improve and
improve defensively," Smith said Mon-

day during his weekly news conference. ranked 108th against the run and 110th
"We've tried to talk about the fact that overall among Division I-A schools. It
if we can take away the run and force hasn't taken long to prove that is the
teams to have to throw the football, maybe case.
they will have to become one-dimenIn Louisville's 68-34 victory over Kensional. And I think our guys have really tucky, the Wildcats ran the ball 26 times
taken that to heart."
for minus-10 yards, lost a fumble and
Smith has repeated like mantra that were picked off twice. A week later, Chathis defense would be much quicker and
more athletic than last year's unit, which • See Page 7

•
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MSU men win own cross country meet
The Murray State men's cross country team took first place in its Murray State Invitational Saturday at Murray's City Park. The Racers featured
the top four scorers in the 4-mile race.
MSU won the meet with 17 points Tennessee Tech was second with 59
points, Arkansas State third at 77 and Southeast Missouri fourth with 90.
Leading the 33-runner field was senor Brian Palmer with a time of 21
minutes, 38 seconds. Other scorers for Murrit9 State included FrOnk Ward
in third place at 22:23, James Smith in fourth at 22:52, Brian Recktenwald
in fifth at 2254 and Scott Chapman in eighth at 2311.
In the women's cross country competition, Murray State placed second in
the four-team field, featuring three runners in the top 10, including the 2mile race's frontrunner.
Sophomore Lindsay Newlin won the race with a time of 12 minutes, 42
seconds. Hayley Cockerton was eighth at 1340, Brookley Longworth was
10th at 12:43, Lynn Carlisle was 11th at 13:47 and Amy Vreeland was 12th
at 13:55.
The next cross country meet will be Saturday at Bowling Green,

MSU soccer plays two this weekend
The Murray Stale women's soccer team - playing the 1999 season as
a club sport before making the leap to NCAA Division I varsity in 2000 will host Washington University of St. Louis, Mo., Saturday at 3 at Marshall
County High School in Draffenville.
The Racers (2-2) are on a two-game win streak after beating St. LouisFlorissant Valley 4-1 Aug. 31 and Hiwassee College (Tenn.) 8-1 Sept, 4.
MSU will also host Indiana State Sunday at 3 p.m. at Calloway County
High School. That game will be the final home corpsetition before the Racers begin a seven-game road swing.
Murray State will visit the Coke Football Club of St. Louis Sept. 25 and
the Lady Sockers Football Club of Collinsville, Mo, Sept. 26. The Racers
then take a swing through Georgia, taking on Young Harris Oct. 2 and Georgia Tech Oct. 3. MSU will then take two weeks off before visiting Washington (Mo.) Oct. 16 and Southern Illinois Oct. 17. Murray State closes out
the road swing Oct. 22 at Maryville (Tenn.).
The club soccer season will close with three homes games against the
Lady Sockers Football Club Oct. 23, Bethel (Tenn.) Oct. 27 and Collinsville
(Mo.) United Oct. 30. All three games will be played at Calloway County
High School.

Two place in Clarksville 5K run
Local runners Kurt Martin and Darrell Harris each placed in the Run by the
River 5K run last Saturday in Clarksville, Tenn.
Martin eamed a 19th-place finish in the 20-24 age division while Harris took
45th in the 30-34 age bracket.

MSU women's golf team
third after first round

THE
RAMEY
AGENCY
I

At ITO • LIFE • HOMEOWNERS

"Ask Me AboutlifeInsurance" Ag'''"
1406 N. 12th St., Suite G •(Next to Cain's)•(502) 759-5151
MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
New York
85
58
594
Boston
82
62
569 3 1/2
531
9
Toronto
77
68
Baltimore
68
76 472 17 1/2
Tampa Bay
62
82 431 23 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
a-Cleveland
89
54 622
80 444 25 1/2
Chicago
64
Detroit
84
413 30
59
84
413 30
Minnesota
59
Kansas City
57
86
399 32
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Texas
86
59 593
Oakland
80
64
556 5 1/2
Seattle
70
73 490 15 1/2
Anaheim
406 27
58
85
a-clinched division tttle
Monday's Games
Toronto 2. New York 1
Oakland 8, Tampa Bay 3
Cleveland 11, Boston 7
Baltimore 5, Seattle 4. 10 innings
Detroit 3, Chicago 2
Anaheim 6, Minnesota 5
Texas 8, Kansas City 4, 10 innings
Tuesday's Games
Anaheim (Belcher 6-8 and Fyhrie 0-4) at
Kansas City (Suzuki 1-4 and Rusch 0-1),
2, 4.05 p.m.
Oakland (Oquist 9-9) at Baltimore (Mussina 15-7), 605 p.m.
Seattle (Moyer 13-6) at Tampa Bay (Arrojo 5-10), 605 pm
New York (Cone 11-8) at Toronto (Halladay
8-61, 6:05 p.m
Boston (R Martinez 6-6) at Cleveland (Gooden 3-3), 605 pm.
Detroit (Ntlkowski 2-5) at Chicago (Myette
0-0), 705 p.m.
Texas (Fassero 5-14) at Minnesota (Ryan
0-2), 7:05 p.m.

MSU men 10th
Staff Report
Intercollegiate
Drury
at
Murray Ledger & Times
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. - The
The Murray State men's golf team
Murray State women's golf team
is 10th after the first day of the 17Tenfinished the first round of the
TODAY
team Drury Intercollegiate at Cape
nessee Tech Classic in third place
SOCCER
Girardeau Country Club.
Monday,just two shots behind secin
the
shot
a
583
•Murray
vs. Marshall
Racers
The
ond place Austin Peay and 23
event.
Motwo-day
Ty
the
Holland
- 5:30 (boys first)
day
of
first
strokes behind host Tennessee Tech
rehead leads the field with a 557, •Lakers vs. CFS
at Ironwood Golf Course.
followed by Tennessee Tech (560), CCHS - 5:30
The Lady Racers scored a 318 in
Austin Peay (564), Southeast Mis•Lady Lakers at Graves
the first round, led by senior Jenny
Mayfield - 4:30
Daag, who shot an even-par 72,just souri and Illinois State (both at
565), Southwest Missouri (566),
two shots off the pace.
THURSDAY
Belmont (570), Saint Louis (574),
Murray State - the defending
Missouri-Kansas City (580), MurGOLF
Ohio Valley Conference champion
ray State (583), Eastern Illinois
Oaks Country Club
- placed four golfers among the top
SOCCER
10 after the first round, including (584), Creighton (589), Evansville
and Tennessee State (both at 597), 'Lady Lakers vs. Dawson Springs
senior Tricia Brooks, in sixth place
with a 76; junior Tina Marshall, Southern Illinois (600), TennesseeCCHS - 7
Martin (602) and Chicago State
tied for seventh at 77; and senior
*Lady Tigers vs. Henry Co.
Jessica Widman, in ninth with a 78. "(638).
-Ty Holland - 7
Leading the way for Murray
•Lakers at Caldwell
Other Murray State golfers in
State is junior Michael Calef, tied
Princeton - 7
the 59-player event are freshman
for 10th with an even-par 140.
Stephanie Baskey, tied for 15th
FRIDAY
with an 81; freshman Kelly Wren, Other MSU golfers in the 93-golfer
Grantham,
meet include Jeremy
tied for 27th with an 85; sophomore
FOOTBALL
Kristen Margherio, in 34th with an tied for 17th at 142; junior Alex
'Murray vs. Russellville
87; and sophomore Megan Rees, Sundsten, tied for 55th at 149;
Ty Holland - 7:30
freshman Brandon Henson, tied for
tied for-35th with an 88.
•Calloway at Lone Oak
Tennessee Tech leads the 10- 65th at 152; and sophomore Matt
Lone Oak - 7:30
team field with a team score of 295. Stark, tied for 81st at 156.
Austin Peay is second at 316, followed by Murray State (318), Belmont and Mobile (both at 341),
John A. Logan College (342),
Cumberland (Ky.) and Tennessee
Tech-B (346) Lipscomb (365) and
• Complete Computer Systems • Computer Upgrades • Cable Modem Installa+icn
Lincoln Memorial (381).
• Networking • On-Site and In-Store Service • Apex Internet Sign-up
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tanooga rushed 27 times for minus17 yards, lost two fumbles and
had two passes intercepted. Of the
four interceptions, two have been
returned for touchdowns.
The Cardinals also have piled
up 14 sacks, the total they had
all of last season. Defensive ends
Michael Josiah and Matt Sexton
lead the squad with four and two
sacks, respectively.
"I'm very excited about the fact
that we're forcing turnovers, that
we are making big plays and that
we're scoring," Smith said. "That's•
very, very positive. The scoring
is a bonus for us."
Despite the marked improvement, Smith said his squad's first
real test will come Saturday against
unbeaten Big 10 opponent Illinois.
"I think it's kind of hard to
say our run defense is real good
right now," he said. "Because we
haven't played anybody that's challenged us as far as running the
football. I think this week is going
to be our first challenge. I think
they're going to come in thinking
'We're going to make a concerted effort to run the football.' "
Offensively, Moreau has taken
loads of pressure off Redman and
the wideouts. Against Chattanooga,
the senior from Elizabethtown
reached a career-best for the second consecutive week with 188
yards and four touchdowns.
"Frank is to be complemented," Smith said. "He's done a
great job. He's been much more
physical and been the type of player we want him to be. And that's
paying off.

Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)

211 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071 • 759-1111
/,cc. - Weaeut RegtAee-lácia.
inteSeuetee
aceSawrze jcn a& 94evr ecosextutisui geedd.

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
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Indiana's option a
tough test for UK

SCOREBOARD

SPORTS BRIEFS

photo
with

TUESDAY,

National League
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Atlanta
90
55 621
New York
89
56 614
1
Philadelphia
68
46 472 21 1/2
Montreal
60
84 417 29 1/2
Florida
57
86 399 32
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Houston
90
56 .616 Cincinnati
86
58 .597
3
Pittsburgh
70
73 490 18 1/2
St. Louts
68
76 .472 21
Milwaukee
63
80 441 25 1/2
Chicago
56
87 392 32 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Arizona
87
57 604 San Francisco
78
65 .545 8 1/2
San Diego
68
77 469 19 1/2
Los Angeles
67
77
465 20
Colorado
65
80 448 22 1/2
Monday's Games
Cincinnati 7, Florida 4
Houston 13, Philadelphia 2
New York 6, Colorado 5
Milwaukee 4, St. Louis 3
Arizona 5, Pittsburgh 1
San Diego 3, Atlanta 0
Los Angeles 12, Montreal 4
Tuesday's Games
Chicago (Farnsworth 3-91 at Cincinnati (Harnisch 14-8), 605 p.m
Philadelphia (Byrd 14-8) at Houston
(Reynolds 15-111, 705 pm
New York (Dotel 7-1) at Colorado (Wright
2-2), 7:05 p.m.
Milwaukee (Karl 9-11) at St Louis (Ankle!
0-1), 7:10 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Cordova 8-81 at Arizona (Anderson 6-2), 8:35 p.m.
Atlanta (Millwood 16-7) at San Diego (Carlyle 1-1), 905 pm
Florida (Dempster 6-7) at San Francisco
(Estes 10-8), 905 p.m.
Montreal (Vazquez 7-7) at Los Angeles
(K Brown 16-7), 9:10 pm

By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)..Shredded-1-y .1.4,414,v ills, embarassed by Connecticut, Kentucky's defense faces yet another
tough challenge in Saturday's game
at Indiana.
The Hoosiers' option quarterback, sophomore Antwaan Randle
El, will test the Wildcats' ability to
defend the run, the pass-even the
mad scramble.
"He's really a player that tests
you in a lot of ways, because you
can have him completely surrounded and he'll still get away
from you," Kentucky coach Hal
Mumme said Monday.
The visit to Bloomington, Ind.,
(12:10 p.m. EDT kickoff) is the
Wildcats' first road game of the
season and a chance for the Kentucky defense to make a statement..
Louisville quarterback Chris
Redman's drop-back passing devastated the Wildcats in their opener,
as he completed 29 of 40 attempts
for 324 yards and five touchdowns
in a 56-28 romp.
And though Saturday's game

against Division I-AA Connecticut
ended in a 45-14 Kentucky win, the
defense is still thinking about the
99-yard second-quarter touchdown
drive that gave the Huskies a shortlived 14-7 lead.
"I think when they went 99
yards on us, it kind of hurt us,"
safety Anthony Wajda said. "At
halftime, we all said, 'We're better
than this team, we can play better
than this, we can shut them out in
the second half,' and once we got
into a groove we did that."
Now comes Randle El, and the
only true option attack Kentucky
will face this year.
"Occasionally we see (the option) as a play, but when you see it
as an offense, it's a whole different
deal," Mumme said. "You have to
defend all aspects of it."
Though Kentucky's defense
plays an aggressive, attacking style,
players will have to be patient
against Indiana, Wajda said.
Wajda and the rest of the Wildcat defensive backs have to make
sure they read a run or pass correctly.
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ARCHERY SEASON
WILL BE HERE SOON!
Stop By BHB For All
Your Bow Supplies

East Main • 753-5606
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We Feature Name Brand Tires:
Michelin • Uniroyal • General • Monarch
Laramie • Firestone • B.F. Goodrich

BOWS

SET-UP AND

OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON

SERVICED
• a,

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER. KY.•(502)674-5530

Owner. DWAIN WARREN

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
I Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
0.c.
J 1/2 plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
O 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x 10 headers
O 444 raised curb

A. 4 concrete floor re,ntorced
with wire mesh
B 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
F sit studds. 16
0.C.
G 7 1116- Blandex
undersiding
H Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

'474"

'399"

159"

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
1 CAR 0200)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22122)
2 CAR (24,124)
LARGE 2 CAR 12400i

PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT

Jike

53.825
54625
54 925
55 125
55.225

1 CAR i12x201
2 CAR 118x201
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24104)
LARGE 2 CAR (2400)

54,325
55,025
55.425
55.525
56.225

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

CARRERA

THUNDERBOLT
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CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION...CCMS students
are shown performing experiments in science.

LIQUID EXPERIMENTS...CCMS science students experiment on water temperatures and
liquids.

PENNY JAR...Third-grader Carlene Todd
from East Elementary is caught dropping
coins into the "Pennies for the Playground"
jar. The PTA is purchasing new equipment
for the school's playground.
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PI
SKIT PRESENTED.. Several CCHS travel and tourism students present a skit depicting good and bad customer
service encounters.

RULES...North Elementary kindergarten students discuss rules
for playing safely on the playground equipment.

19

WORKING TOGETHER...CCHS students collaborate on a project about the five themes of geography and civilization.

1

FAMILY PLAYING...North Elementary students Cayla Guge
and Jessica Nowak play family during center time.

BEANS, BEANS AND STILL MORE BEANS...Calloway County Preschool students Kassity Winchester and Garrett Dunn are pictured working
at the bean center.

BLOOD SAFETY...The faculty and staff at Southwest Elementary recently learned about the safe
handling of blood borne pathogens.

STUDENT OF THE WEEK.. John Gorrell,
son of Jerry Gorrell, has been named
Student of the Week by Century 21 and
WNBS. He is a senior at CCHS and
involved in several school activities.

Are You
Back To
School
In Style?

BOX LEARNING...Southwest Elementary kindergarten students learn about position words during math class
using boxes.

HALL DISPLAY.. Several MES students stand
in front of a display depicting Mother Goose.
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MISS MUFFETT...Four MES
students sit in front of Little Miss Muffett.

We work hard to increase
your interest.
At Shelter Life Insurance, we meet monthly
to determine the interest rate we pay on your

Platinum Shield® Universal Life Policy
See Our Fine
Selection of Frames

The interest rate on new premium is reviewed monthly
and is subject to change at any time.

411••=1

Call 759-2500
For Your Appointment

Before you buy life insurance, look at our
PLATINUM SHIELD' UNIVERSAL LIFE

Dr. Kerin U. Adams

EYECARE
SPECIALTIES

SHELTER
INSUR ANIE

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
Well always be there for you.

Photo by Tondo Thomas

308 S. 12th St.
Shelter Insurance Cos., Home Office: 1817 W Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218

CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

‘SSIFIED

Ad Deadlines

14.‘TES

753-1916

$6.25 olumn Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Au I Ad, MASI Ron Withal 6 Ihro Persod
$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Just Say "Charge It"
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060
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Help Wanted

ATTENTION:
OWN A COMPUTER?
Put it to Work!
$25-$75 hr/ PT/ FT
(877-385-4732)
svww.work-from-homenet/energy
CAPTAIN D's is now hiring
ALTERATIONS
for assistant manager Also
Ruth's See & Sew
accepting applications for
753-6981
all positions. Excellent benATTN: Tobacco Farmers:
efits, starting wages &
Slab wood & saw dust for
meal policy. 753-9383.
sale. Immediate delivery,
ADVImany truck loads available. EDUCATIONAL
Will deliver. 270-965-9818, SOR, Trio/ Educational
Talent Search. Two posi836-2014.
tions to begin September
AUTO Insurance
1999. QUALIFICATIONS:
Tickets? DUI/
Bachelor's degree in eduWe Can Help!
cation, human services,
communications, or relatMonthly Payments
ed field preferred. Experi759-5151
ence working with youths
BETH'S New & Redo
facing educational, cultural
Sewing Phone 759-0768 and or socioeconomic barAnytime!
riers, preferably in an eduFREE Pregnancy Tests' cational setting. Excellent
oral communications skills
Life House 753-0700.
in teaching or public
MACHINE Quilting. Full speaking. Community edusize $31.50. Murray cation knowledge and
Sewing Center. 759-8400. skills; must have good interpersonal skills and abiliNeed More Money?
Don't have time for anoth- ty to work with school administrators and communier JOB.'? Earn $1,200
ty leaders. Ability to operthis week. Call now (24
ate audiovisual equipment
hour, 3 min. recording) Toll and multimedia instruction
free 800-897-4689.
materials. Experience
PERMANENT MAKE-UP. working with a Trio ProEyeliner, eyebrows, hp gram desirable. RESPONliner. Can be done. 759- SIBILITIES: Coordination
of recruitment and sched0146 a.m. 753-1538 p.m.
uling of services to partici-

EASTSIDE BP Storage WI I
sell contents of unit #27 for
nonpayment Sept 20th For
information call 753-6266

Todd
pping
)und"
ment

rules

PHOTOGRAPHER
270-753-1001.
1999 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standardized in 10
plans and we write

all 10.
The part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been
increased
to $768 in 1999.
For more information
call:

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800-455-4199
'our 36th year of aervice-

tuSS

LOST: Small Mixed Terrier.
Black with brown markings.
Lost in Ryan Milk area. 92-99. Thurs. Call with any
info. 759-4284.
LOST: Three 9 month old
heifers. 2 black, 1 brown.
WELDER With fig experi121N. Landfill area.
ence. Fabrication knowl489-2741.
edge helpful. Pay rated by
Contact
experience.
Jessica Duke at 270-2519153 for an appointment.

LIVE-IN Care giver for elderly female. Room & board
with monthly salary provided. Call 753-1214.

Business On A Budget?
2x2 consistency in classifieds
every day for a
month - incl/Shopper $205.
Call 753-1916 for details.

tenate

A Chrisci.en
`Retrement Commbogity

905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
270-759-1555

Independent Living for Seniors over 55'

olicy
:hly

All inclusive:

•Non-denominational
Christian environment
day
a
meals
.2
.MCCH Home Health Care
.Paid utilities
Services
•Housekeeping and laundry *Studio. one & two
•Scheduled transportation
bedroom apartments

erns)
IM

mine
urray
873
TN

for you.
65218

He Wanted

ESTABLISHED
Murray
business seeks person
with Windows, bookkeeping & collections experience. Send resume to:
2008 Brentwood Terrace,
Nashville, TN. 37211.

MANUFACTURING
Manager needed.
Primary responsibilities:
Provide managenal control
of manufacturing facility.
Schedule plant resources.
Conduct employee
improvement activities.
Assure accuracy of
records and documentation. Inventory control.
Quality control.
Environmental Health And
Safety.
Send resume with salary
history to: P.O. Box 680,
Murray, Ky. 42071.

FULL Time cook position
open. Shift is 11am- 7p.m.
Excellent benefits. Apply in
person at Hickory Woods
Retirement Center. 84
Ufferback Road Murray.
HENRY County Medical
Center has a full time
Medical Transcriptionist
position open. With 1-2
years experience in transcribing history/ physical
reports, operative notes
and discharge summaries.
Must possess medical terminology skills, knowledge
of computers and ability to
type 60w p.m. Apply in
Human Resources, Tyson
Ave. Pans, TN. MondayFriday. 8am.-4p.m.
NOW Hiring Car Hops,
fountains & cooks. For
days & nights. Apply at
Sonic Drive in, 217 South
12th Street Murray. No
phone calls please.
NURSES Aide needed for
Doctor's Office in Benton
Approx. 26 hours per
week. Send resume to P.O
Box N, Murray, KY 42071.

OWN A COMPUTER?
Put it to work!
pants in grades 6-12, conduct educational, career.
$25-$75 /hr.PT\FT
financial aid, personal de1-888-718-4944.
velopment and post secwww work-from-home
ondary planning worknet/is 4 u
shops; coordinate field
OWN A Computer'?
trips and cultural activities.
Put It To Work
Considerable record keeping and documentation; $25 00- $75.00/ hr PT/ FT
handling of confidential
1-888-291-1244
materials, preparation of
www.work-fromparticipants service plans;
home,net/kelly
caseload management,
OWN A Computer?
follow up and evaluation of
Put It To Work
student participants; weekly travel in the target area;
$25-$75/ HR PT/FT
some evening, weekend
1-888-809-8034
and overnight travel is also
www.bldg-success.com
required. APPLICATION
DEADLINE; September PARCEL Delivery driver
17, 1999 TO APPLY; needed. Class B CDL
Send letter of application, required. Full time salaried,
resume, names and phone no
health
layoffs,
numbers of three profes- Insurance. Send resume
sional references to:.0delMurray,
sia Torian, Director of Edu- to: P.O. Box 528,
cational Talent Search, KY 42071.
Murray State University, 3 PERSONS needed to preTrio Building, Murray, KY pare Income tax returns.
42071-3344. Equal educa- Free tax course. Great for
tion and employment oppeople who like to work
portunity, M/F/D, AA emwinter months only.
during
ployer.
Seasonal Jan to April. Call
WANTED: OTR Driver.
753-9204 or 437-4531.
MuSt be 23 years old with
clean MVR. Conventional
truck. Home on weekends.
270-382-3940. After 5p.m.
270-382-2715.

HIRING All Shifts. Ask to
speak to Manager between
2-4.
Wendy's
1111
Chestnut St. Murray.

RES
Lit-

060
Help Wanted

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

MYSTERY Shoppers
needed in Murray.
Apply on the internet at
www_secretshopnet.com
NEW Car Dealership in
West KY. Looking for expeend
front
rienced
technician.
Alignment
Excellent pay & benefits.
Must be able & qualified to
perform all alignment procedures. With computer
equipment.
alignment
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040-P
Murray, KY 42071.

0MANPOWER

Positions To nu
Immediately!
Assembly Line
Various Shifts
$7.00/hour
Call Today

753-3655
EOE

(
Downtown
Murray

71'Li
Free
Financing

Articles
For kW

POSITION Wanted
Part Time Position
Wanted. Former Bank
Vice President & District
Manager of a major Real
Estate Corporation.
Extensive Property
Management experience.
Respond to P.O. Box
1040-S Murray, KY 42071

STRAW for sale, $2.00/
bale. Call 489-2436 if no
answer leave message

AppNencie
30 inch electric range
Excellent condition Very
Call 753-6119
clean
Dwayne Jones
Large Selection

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
House
EXPERIENCED
Reasonable
Cleaning.
Rates. 492-6267.
HOME & Office Cleaning.
Reasonable
Reliable.
rates. 753-3802.
HOUSEKEEPING is my
specialty. Very reliable.
5yrs experience & references upon request. Ask
for Vicki. 759-9320.
WILL Do house cleaning,
ironing in your home. Also
babysitting at night.
270-474-2131.
WOULD Like to clean
your house. Very
reasonable rates.
Please call
759-3076. Thank You.
Computes
KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service.
South On Route 121.
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
MDM COMPUTERS
ON SITE SERVICE
New Computer Systems
Parts Upgrades Installs
Hardware and Software
Internet Setup
759-3556
140

Wantto Buy

150
Articles
For Sale

r.
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CERTIFIED Q1
,1 NON-CERTIFIED
NURSING ASSISTANTS
Full-Time or Part-Time; 3 p.m.-11 pin. shift
Benefits Include:
Health & Dental Insurance, Life Insurance,
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay, Retirement Plan,
$150.00 Attendance Bonus, Child Care,
CONTACT: Kristy Weaver, RN
@762-1591 or pick up application at
West View Nursing Home
502-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies have
an alternate plan of care that may pay
for care in your own home if you would
otherwise have to go to the nursing
home.
Everyone would rather stay at home
if possible and now we may be able to
provide the money under the alternate
plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Z4-

340
Houses For Rent

Homes For Rent
NICE 14x70 2br, 2 bath
No pets 753-9866

Ramo Late For Rent

EllISOLD

Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler

Palace
Wanted

ANTIQUES- Toys Before
1970. Cash paid.
SALES Person needed for
Call 759-3456.
local Company. Knowledge
CASH paid for good, used
of building material helpful. rifles, shotguns, and pisPlease send resume to tols. Benson Sporting
P.O. Box 1040-D Murray,
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
KY 42071.
Murray.
I BUY Quilt Tops.
$25.00 or less.
(Unless exceptional).
270-488-2040.

WestView

LISA

150

090

436-5933.
SOFTWARE Programmer.
Experienced in "C" programming language for
micro-conembedded
trollers. Additional responsibilities include installation
of company workstations,
software and network operations. Rapidly growing
electronics manufacturing
company with excellent
benefits. Send resume with
to:
salary
history
Programmer, P.O. Box
1480, Murray, KY 42071.

Fri. 11 a.m
Fri. 3 p.m
Mon. 3 p.m
Tu.'s. 3 p.m
Wad. 3 p.m
Thur.. 3 p.m

Monday
Tuesday
Weelneleddly
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Line Ads $600 minimum 1st day 61 per word per day fix tads additsonal consecutive day
(Tam. CISSSIlieds onto S . n Guide)$2.00 eatea for blind boa ads
$2 00 extra for S

010

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

ANTIQUE Coke machine
$500. 759-9302.
EAR- Corn for Squirrel &
craft. Call 492-8774.
METZ 45 CL-4 electronic
flash. 6 auto exposure
modes, 3 manual modes
with auto
work
Will
winders. 35MM, medium
format equipment. auto to
45 feet. Complete w/
bracket & Quantum battery. $350. Call 753-5778.
NEW Wider workout bench
w/170Ibs. of weight. $150.
2 new car stereo w/speakers in boxes w/ amplifiers
and wiring included. $80.
Steps to success videos,
books and cassettes. $20.
489-2699
POWER Tools for sale. 16"
Dewalt radial arm saw. 10"
Delta Unisaw table saw. 2
clausing metal lathes.
chain
Powermatic
Mortiser. 2 Delta & 16saw. 18 & 20. Call 270753-6156.
386 FX Lab Top computer.
31/2 DD, 40mb MD, windows 3.1 and programs
$175.
13" Color T.V., VCR, Dot
Matrix printer, electric pasta maker, food processor,
20" bike, stereo receiver
Electrolux sweeper & cassette deck. $30 each. Call
270-354-9150.

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on di,.
753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
DARK Green couch and
ove seat. Camel back,
nice $350. Lazy Boy, green
& brick check new upholstery. $125. G.E. gas
range. Black glass door.
Clean, $100. 436-2105.

LOT For Rent 753-9866

Of 3BR, Stove & Refrigerator
FURNISHED
Unfurnished apartments. W/D hook up. C/H/A. $650/
Water included, no lease month 12 month Lease. 1
required No pets $225 & month deposit. In town. No
$235/ month 753-3949 or pets. 753-2259 or 5278174
call 841-0166

Rentals
BUILDINGel 120ft.X5Oft.
concrete block building.
2500 sq.ft. in sales and
3500 sq.ft. in storage. Gas
heat and large parking lot.
Buildinge2 41f1X26ft. concrete building.
Buildinge3 16ftX36ft wood
building.
All buildings located at
701 S. 4th St Call 7530839 or 436-2935 for
more information.

LUXURIOUS 2BR units
Available now $550-$695
Also 1BR w/ loft office
parking
Under cover
Coleman RE 753-498
NEW 1Br., appliances furnished including W/D.
$325/mo. 1 month deposit.
436-5725.

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

Fans Equipment

Car NW
1995 31ft. 5th wheel
with slide out. By
Newmar Co. Case backhoe- super-K with ex. hoe.
Call 270-753-6156.
FARMALL Super C with
cultivators. Excellent condition. $1800 Days901-247-5231,
Nights- 901-641-0510
Musical
EUPHONIUM For Sale.
Sterling silver, professional. Reasonable offers considered. Must sell!
759-4558.

PIANO. 753-6965.
Lessons.
Piano/organ
Prefer older beginners.
$50. per month. 753-6280.
Piano/organ
Lessons.
Prefer older beginners.
$50 per month. 753-6280.
USED Clarinet, 2 years
condition.
good
old,
Cleaning kit and stand
included. $175. Call 7530235 after 6:30 p.m.
Homes For Sale
12X65 FLAMINGO. 2br,
11/2 bath. Large living
room. 436-5471.
MOBILE
12x50
1973
Home, very good shape,
clean. 474-2708.
FLEETWOOD
1994
28x64. 21 acres 30x40
barn. All fenced with 3 separate pastures approx. 1
acre, pond. Located in the
Shiloh area. Call
759-9954.
.:1-CLAYTON
1997
Doublewide. 28)40, 3br, 3
bath. Gas fireplace. Must
be moved. 759-4293 after
5p.m.
A-1 Fox Meadows. 16X70
2Br. 2 bath. Excellent condition. $18,500. 753-7176.
MOBILE home. 16x80 3Br.
2 bath. Assumable loan.
436-5066

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
11/2 blocks from campus.
Low utilities. Nice large 1
Br. w/study. Has W/D. Rent
reduced to $275/mo. $275
deposit. Terms negotiable.
Some pets ok. 753-4249
leave message.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. ji,i1ur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.
1BR DUPLEX Apartment.
Downtown
Very clean
Location. Ott the street
parking Appliances, air
furnished.
conditioner
Available now. Call 7538588
1BR like new, dishwasher,
now
available
w/d,
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR, close to university &
hospital. Some utilities
paid. Call 753-8756.
2BR APT. For Rent. 202
South 11th. 753-8101
2BR Apt. In Northwood.
$325/ month.
759-4406.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
furnished
appliances
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR Duplex. In
Northwood $375/ month.
759-4406.
2BR Or efficiency apt. 11/2
miles from MSU. Partially
furnished. W/D available.
No pets. 767-9037.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances furnished $300/mo.
Coleman RE,
753-9898
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now. Coleman
RE. 759-4118
bath.
1
ROOM
5
Refrigerator & stove furnished. lyr. lease. $3001
month. $300. security
deposit. Located at 703 S.
4th St. Call
436-2935 or 753-0839.

DUPLEX, 2BR, 1 bath
C/H/A, carport. 1 year
lease, no pets. 18021/2 B
Monroe Ave. $375. plus
2BR. 2 bath $275/mo. 753 deposit. 753-8002.
6012.
EFFICIENCY Apt. $325./
ALL Electric Small lbr. On month. Includes utilities.
Private lot in Murray. $200/ Pasture & barn space
rent/ deposit. 753-7953.
available. 435-4236

Futrell Tile, Inc.
270-492-8158

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
C-STORAGE
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before 5pm, 10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
753-0606 after 5pm.
Cunningham Auto Repair
NICE DUPLEX, 2br, 2
753-3571
Fully
bath.
equipped
3 bay
COMMERCIAL
kitchen
including
microwave. Washer and building located at five
B&L Auto
dryer, carpet and tile. Yard points Back of
Repair. Also 13x27 stormaintenance
included.
age For more information
Security deposit and lease
call Rogers Enterprises
No pets.
753-5140
753-9240.
NOW taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
at
Apply
Mur-Cal
902
Apartments,
Dr.
Northwood
Equal
Housing Opportunity. 7594984. TDDe 1-800-247119 Main • 753-6266
2510.
PLUSH 2br, 2 bath.
MURRAY LOCK
Garage, all appliances.
& STORE
902B. North 20th. 753Presently has units
5344.
available. 753-2905.
RED OAKS APTS.
storage
NORTHWOOD
Special
presently has units avail$100 Deposit
able 753-2905 or 7531BR From $280
7536
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668,
Neon Beach

753-5585

EASTSIDE
1
:2
[
STORAGE

SOUTH6IDE Manor Apts.
Mini-Storage
now accepting applications
All Size Units
for 1 br & 2Br. apartments.
Available
Apply at 906 Broad St. Ext
SHO.
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
Townhouse, appliances
furnished with w/d, central
gas h/a, $500, 1 month
deposit, lyr lease. No pets
black
AKC
LEFT
1
753-2905.
Chinese Pug $325 901479-3964 leave message
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease &
years. 436-2858.
deposit required
LAB Pups AKC Multi
753-4109
Champion Bloodline
2BR, 1 bath. Gas heat,
4 chocolate 2 male &
stove & refrigerator fur2 female 759-4335
nished. In town. $300/
TOY Poodle for sale 270month. 753-6855.
489-2761
2BR, 1.5 bath townhouse
for $450/ month. Has all
appliances plus full size
400
washer & dryer Freshly
Yard Sale
painted, carpet cleaned
and fully spring cleaned
Good parking. Call Lynda
at Grey's Properties,
759-2001.
Commerce St.
3BR, 2 bath Brick. 8 miles
in Hardin, secNorth of town. $550 plus
deposit. 753-8582.
ond house on
413 South 10th Street. Call
left past post
753-2887. 9-5 753-8597
office.
or 489-2725 after 7p.m

753-3853

YARD SALE

4BR 2 bath near university. Available immediately.
1704 Farmer 753-8413
evenings
FOR Rent: Location, locaWells
location.
tion,
Purdom Rd Just minutes
from Murray. 3Br. 2 bath A
touch of country w/ a deck
& screened porch for relaxation. Large lot 8: large
garage Call 753-4444
I g
S
ITT

Sept. 15, 16 & 17
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
6 FAMILY
YARD SALE

DUPLEX in Northwood
$87,000 759-4406

ITI IIIB Y

In The Clandiedel
771-222171=21
-

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid

Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556

TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

Warehouse
Clearance Cr
Sale
Need Furniture? Bedding?
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Miss
Your
Paper?

09113199 thru 09124199
Mon. thru Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

For the best possible prices Ith
FREE delivery and setup go to..

Ceramic & Quarry
$.50 to $1.00 per sq. ft.

Wiggins Furniture

Call
753-1916

Take 641 South approx. 4 miles to
Phillips Dr. Turn right and go 1
mile. Office on left.

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a m.-5 p.m
With

12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

ss.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

OWNER Looking For
offer on 2 acre waterfront
tract with 208 feet of
lake frontage on KY
Lake Quiet scenic
area. Kopperud Realty,
753-1222. MLS/3001675

3/4 ACRE lot with beautifu
mature trees Located on
Carol Drive, just off Johnny
Robertson Road All underutilities
city
ground
$16,900 435-4602
BEAUTIFUL Wooded hill
side 2 up to 17 acre
tracks. Restricted. 5 minutes North of town 1 track
with stocked pond, well &
septic. Call for your private
showing today. 753-2905
FOR sale by owner 11/3
acre located in Wood grove
in
Subdivision
PalmalDraffenville. area.
$15,000.00 firm. 474-8340
leave message
Houses,
For
LOTS
Manufactured homes &
single wides All different
locations Water & septic
systems on each lot, some
with gas and cable
270-437-4838
NICE Shady half acre lot
Has well, septic & electnc
hook up 270-462-8066
Acreage
105 ACRES Woods, pas
ture, spring-fed creek
Black top $17,500 Terms
753-9302
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 -Acres per tract.
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd. Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call.
502-441-2253.
6.8 ACRES. 7 miles 121
South. Woods, private
building site. $8,950 00.
Terms. 753-4984.
460
Homes For Sale
1520 Canterbury Dr. 4
bedroom. 2 1/2 bath. Tiled,
two-story entry foyer; family room with hardwood
floor and gas log in fireplace custom cabinets in
kitchen, large, formal dining room; study with built-in
bookcases. Economical
gas heat/heat pump central
systems with high efficiency filters. Tree-shaded lot.
privacy fence, deck with
hot tub. $179,900. Call
(270)753-9520 after 5:00
p.m.
3BR, 1 bath newly
remodeled house
In Browns Grove
Professionally landscaped
Asking $70,000 Make
an Offert 901-837-7595
or 901-355-4764

3BR, 2 bath Brick Central
gas H/A, fenced backyard
immediate
possession
Low 60's 206 Woodlawn
759-9246
38R, Living room, kitchen
with dining area, 1 bath.
Carport, detached garage,
large lot. New roof, new
gas C/H/A unit Older
home on quiet street. 1301
Wells Blvd. Call 753-2480.
BRAND New 4br, 2 bath
home. Approx. 2110 sq. ft.
with vaulted ceiling, skylights, whirlpool bath.
$132,500. 753-1245.
COUNTRY Living at it's
best. 3br, 2 bath. 2,300sq.
ft. Large rooms. Natural
gas. Great place for kids.
489-2598- Coldwater.
FOR Sale by owner. First
offer over 5182,500. Buys
this 4,000 SF home. 4br,
31/2 baths, 10 rooms, 10
closets. A large TV/
Entertainment room, great
room with fireplace. Den
with fireplace, large recremany
room,
ation
upgrades
throughout.
Large wood deck, gazebo
with hot tub, situated on 3
lots (1 acre) in Sherwood
Forest. Will consider partial
trade for smaller home.
(1500+ 2000SF) This is the
last chance to buy this
quality home at this drastically reduced price. You
will not find a better deal.
For appointment call 7534882.

Home, Great
GREAT
Price, Great Location! This
charming 3br, 1 5 bath
brick ranch located at
1620 Kirkwood. Features
large fenced in backyard,
24x16 outbuilding, spacious great room. New
roof, owner has relocated
Quick possession possible' Call Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
additional information
MLS/3001645.

IN Campbell Estates: 2005
Azalea Ct. 3900 sq ft under
roof. Brick with vinyl trim.
Large deck 3 bedrooms. 2
1/2 bath. Large bonus
room over 3 car garage.
$186.900. Call 753-8609.
MOUNTAIN Style 3br. 2
bath. 1851sq ft. home on
1.3 acre wooded lot has
spacious open floor plan
with cathedral ceilings,
large windows in sun room,
freshly painted intenor and
deck. New 2 car garage.
ceramic tile in kit, baths
and utility. Owner is KY
licensed real estate agent.
Open to offers. $96,000
Call Kopperud Realty 7531222. #3001742.
NEW Homes for sale One
3br and one 4br. Both
deluxe home with all
amenities. Call 753-3903
after 4:00p m. for additional
information.
REDUCED'
3br, 2 bath doublewide ort
approx. 1 acre. Sun room,
carport, full porch
attached. 3 car barn sytle
garage Landscaped,
stocked pond, outbuilding.
435-4578. $69,900
UNIQUE 3br, 2 bath. Over
2,034sq. ft. home. On corner lot. Open floor plan.
ceiling fans. Freshly painted intenor. Screened sun
porch. Privacy fence. Open
to offers $92,500. 7592174.

Woodgate on Cul-de-sac

1991 Yamaha YZ-250
Very good condition. Lots
of extras. $1300. OBO
345-6707 after 4PM:
1996 Honda 300 4X4,
Loaded, Vampire tires,
stainless steel cooler rack,
x-tra lights, cobra header,
K-N air filter, stereo, boot &
foot guards. Great condition. $3400.00 527-1038
480
Ado Parts
FOR Sale Rebuilt cylinder
head for 1991 Hyundai
Scoupe. 1.5 liter 50HC.
759-9215.

1991 JEEP Wrangler
58.xxx on New Motor
$6500 753-9216
Used Cars
CHEVROLET
1957
Convertible & 300 other
classic & collector cars. To
be auctioned Sat & Sun
Sept. 25 & 26. At the
Special Events Center in
Murray, KY. Several cars
selling at no reserve. To
consign a car or for more
information call 1-800-2006030 or 573-624-0010.
1981 VW 2- dr AM- FM,
air, extra clean $1050.00.
753-9302.
PONTIAC
1993
Bonneville. 70,xxx miles.
$7,100. 759-4406.
1997 Buick Park Avenue
Leather seats, Med. Blue,
34,xxx miles, still under
warranty $16,900
753-5949
CLASSIC 1959 MGA
Almost Concours condition Race Coupe model
$6500 Call 759-4407.
GREAT car. 87 Grand
Fury V-8. 5.2 liter. Very
reliable. Must sell Very
good condition. Compare
to book price greater than
$1700. 767-0072 or 7535013

Red w/
Sun Roof
1991 Hyundai
- Priced to sell
Under 80.xxx
miles Automatic
11759-9215

1995 FORD Aero Star XLT.
84,xxx miles. $7600. 4896087.
1996 Ford Windstar. 7536390. after 5PM.

753-3333 - Days

759-1503 - Nights
.
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BOARDING STABLES
*Outdoor Arena
'Indoor Arena
*Walker
'Private Tack Rooms

Call Kenny,'at

759-8126„„,
7,t4C.rs5tgr
oz...499x.7

D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services -Cleaning" vinyl
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders
Completely
Insured.
Mobile Phone 502-7594734. Cellular 502-8531108.

ASPHALT
SEAL-COATING
Residential. Commercial.
Free Estimates Call
Tony Travis
270-753-2279.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
BUSH HOGGING. Lot
mowing. All Terrain. Leave
message. 753-2092.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience
753-5592.
CONCRETE finishing.
Sidewalks, patios, driveways. Free Estimates.
435-4619

1990 Ford F150 XLT.w
5sp., air, cruise, rec., hitch
117,xxx miles_ Good condi
ton. $5800. 759-1663.
1995 DODGE_ Ram, LWB, RANDY'S Construction
XLT, 4x4. Alum wheels,
New homes, Garages,
red/ silver, 81.xxx miles. Vinyl Siding. Remodeling,
$14,500 Call 436-5121
Pole Barns,
after 5p.m
Decks & Additions, Etc.
Call 270-436-5370
95 Ranger Super Cab XLT.
Free Estimates
37.000 miles. Like new. Air,
cruise, 5sp.. bed liner.
ROOF LEAKING?
$7500 OBO. 753-4191.
professional_
a
Cat
REDUCED 1992 CHEVY Residential, Commercial or
S-10 P.U. with 4.3 engine. Industrial. 270-435-4645.
Auto, all power, extended IONG13islaric
-eZ-.70-rnin
cab with topper. 25K miles 1-800 Numbers 6.9c min
Call
6 Sec. billing. Major
carrier, 1+ dialing.
753-3336.
Anytime, any day.
1-800-420-7250.

New 2000 sq. ft. brick building
or (2) 1000 sq. ft. buildings.
Central heat & air, gas, large
concrete parking lot.

*Wash Rack

1998 TRITON TR 21 225
Evenrude Lots of extras
436-5682, call after 6p m
28 ft Pontoon Excellent
condition I/O motor Will
sell with or without trailer
After 5 pm 759-2174

CONTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding, additions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
work. Guaranteed Quality
Work. 25 Years experience. Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592.

FOR LEASE

•Round Pen

CUSTOM tractor work
Garden tilling, bush hog
ging, small jobs Grade
driveways Free estimates
Gerald Carroll
492-6159

A-1 Tree Professionals
Stump removal, tree sprayMurray,
Serving
ing
Calloway Co. since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
AAA CUSTOM BUILT,
Custom Decks, fencing,
garages, pole barns, carports. Hardwood floors
installed & finished. All
repairs. Quality workmanship. Licensed. 753-7860,
753-9308.
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & junk clean-up.
436-2867.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work. AGC
Certified.
435-4272.
All
ALL
Carpentry,
Electncal. Home building
remodeling,
additions,
porches, decks. Rotten
roofs
floors, sagging
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding. References
Licensed & insured Call
Larry Nimmo. Day- 7539372. Night- 753-0353.
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER,436-5848

a

I

Classifieds
Office Open

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Closed Saturday

A tten tion
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running
each Monday in the classifieds. You get a 2x1 displaN
ad, regularly priced at $12.50, for

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

PLUMBING REPAIR SERVICE All work guaranteed
Free estimates
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
work,
yard
plumbing,
proches & decks Any job
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500

WANT ADS

WORK

Howard's
Construction
Home Improvement

Offered

1996 VIP Vision Runabout, 17-foot: 3.0 liter engine very low hours trailer
included: excellent condition. Call 474-2381 after
5PM

mats Crthwed

1994 ASTRO Van. 52K
oaded 759-2036.

Open Floor Plan Built 1994
or 4 Br., 2 1/2 bath, oversize bonus, open great w/F.P. and
formal dining. Gigantic kitchen w/huge breakfast area
Master suite w/whirlpool. Abundant storage, porches and
large patio.
610 Tanglewood Dr.
(270) 753-5677 - Appt. Only
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1999
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Finishing.
DRYWALL
18yrs. Experience. New
homes, additions Texture
ceilings or walls. Call
753-4761 after 5p.m or
leave message on answer
machine.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed &
Insured. On 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.

SMALL Engine Repair
Craftsman toolbox
for sale 753-0260
SUPERIOR Construction
& Walls by Sandy
Interior, exterior, remodeling, roofing, painting, and
wallpapering Hauling and
extras No job we can't do
436-2102 ask for Ben or
436-5918 ask for Sandy
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free
estimates Day or night,
753-5484
TRIPP'S Backhoe
Service. 4x4 $35/ hr.
436-2778.
TRIPPS Boat Docks
Custom built. Portable
Welding, etc.
436-2778.
Replacement
VINYL
Windows. Siding, roofing,
Fully
additions
room
insured labor & material.
Guaranteed! 247-1208,
759-9414.

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Dickie Farley.
759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured
489-2839.
Highest
GUTTERS.
Quality Aluminum Gutters,
gutter supplies, shutters.
Variety of colors. Licensed,
Seamless
Ky
West
Gutters, 753-0278.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Yes, we paint houses. Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

Garages, Room Editions, Roofing
Siding, Wood Decks & More
fed
DAVID HOWARD
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CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types of:

Custom Woodworkings

Kitchen & Bath
Drop by and see our showroom
S. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)

753-5940

mei

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates.
Call Today.

WILL Do Septic Systems,
driveways, foundations &
any type of back hoe or
track hoe work. Real reasonable rates.
270-437-4838.

hea
Non
old I
ther
na?
ing.

•

Meta( Roofing

753-5827

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
FREE: 2 healthy full blooded Chows. Female- 3
years, male- 2 years.
Vaccines current. Need
good home. 436-2816.

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

FREE: To a good home.
White female adult cat.
One green eye & one blue
eye. Spayed & declawed.
Call after 5p.m. 435-4486.

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial

Carpet, vinyl, tile, laminated

am
Rep
ers
$2
star
Mui
101:

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED &INSURED

Things
Look Rosy
In The
Classifleds:

Free Estimates

Tree Trimming

24 Hr Service

Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree et Stump
Removal

Buying at yellung,
you 14 hod yucceys
tn t)

• Autos
• Appliances
• Books
• Collectibles
• Electronics
• Furniture

to p
glyc

Tree Service

LATE Model vented gas
space heater. 436-2755

Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

you

isn'

.14amb Brothers

Wanted

M.S. Construction

isch
be i
hen
boss

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing

if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for

-

1st time buyers,

bad credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at

THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

(270) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
Dighnay
45 South

247-9300
1-1100-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

floors & hardwood floors installed.

"Satisfaction Guaranteed"
110

(270)
759-1591

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

-,do Atte

AUTO CREDIT EASY
NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?
YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!
•
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FREE!

TOTALLY
9 CONFIDENTIAL
'HASSLE
FREE

SLOAN

CALL TOLL FREE

PHONE 877-We-say-OK
www.bestcarloans.getayes.com
7 Minute Approval
877-937-2965

Wood

s49.95 Electronics,Inc.
753-0530
18" Satellite
Systems
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!
Dish Network
OR
DirecTV

11".2
DIPECTV

Ir. e sell Install has

HOROSCOPES

www.woodsatellite.com

111 10-11 1 1E------1
1-11CIVT PRICES!
Limited "rime
Chevy 350
69 - 85 2-bolt main

$72900

Chevy 350
69 - 85 4-bolt main

$79900

Ford 302
69 - 86

$79900

Chry. 2.2
81 - 92

$99900

Premium Engine! Financing Available wiapproved credit
36 month / 50,000 mile Warranty!
I_ a__ Ersicarve
"
i
0 rvi AN Ft._t11-111E.ACOCIlliARTIERS.

D a W AUTO SUPPLY CO.
512 S. 12th St.• Murray • 270-753-4563

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Sept. 15, 1999:
You naturally take the right action this
year. Intuition guides you at work and
with personal matters. Understand the art
of communication; use it to maximize
the quality of your life. Family and home
are high-priority. Give some thought to a
home office. If you are single, romance
careful, however!
blossoms. Be
Someone you work with could have
strong feelings for you. Open up to new
and exotic personalities, especially those
you meet after early winter.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4- Positi ve;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 2I-April 19)
**** Opt for new beginnings, breaking patterns where you might previously
have been rigid. Understand that you
might not always communicate the
essence of what is needed. Creativity
remains high. Let your imagination help
with a business discussion. Tonight:
Make unusual weekend plans.
TAURUS(Apnl 20-May 20)
***** Close relating takes you in a
new direction. Evaluate money and emotional decisions. Be willing to brainstorm. Work remains a high priority. A
boss is difficult or vague. Trust that.
underneath it all, he has a concept or
idea. Tonight: Take time to understand
another who is key to your well-being.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Breeze into work. Focus on
efficiency. Don't hedge; speak your
mind. Make better communication a
goal. Just thinking or feeling something
isn't enough! Express your views. Make
long-distance calls. Plan to take a seminar or workshop. Tonight: Spend time
with people, not alone.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Pace yourself; listen to feedback and zero in on the job at hand.
Don't take a back seat with others. Make
your ideas known. You don't always
have to be politically correct. Your sixth
sense helps you read an associate and
discern what he really wants. Tonight:
Work late, if necessary.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Take care of personal matters
first, then launch into a brainstorming
session at work. Moneymaking ideas add
to your sense of security. Let your imagination merge with another's; together.
you come up with amazing ideas. Note
the energy between you. Tonight. Add
some heat to your relationship.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Handle calls, work and errands
that involve others as soon as possible
By afternoon, your concerns and sense of

direction could change. A family member makes a request that you need to
evaluate. Carefully consider a dietary oi
health change. Tonight: Roll on home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Reach out for others; make sure
the facts are being presented. A child or
new love interest could be most deceptive. You can't seem to see beyond the
fog this person creates. Your inner voice
gives you financial direction. Use it.
Tonight: Visiting with a friend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You are personality plus. Make
time for networking and visiting with
others. Make it OK to have a lengthy
lunch. Mix business with pleasure. Your
imagination might be making more out
of a money offer than you realize.
Tonight: Get some chores done.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Do research in the morning.
Have an important discussion with a boss
once you establish what is what. Though
he may not always agree with you. you'll
get powerful feedback. Accept some
facts, rather than digging for logic. Some
things just are. Tonight: Beam in what
you want.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Take an overview. Question
what might be another route to the same
end. Make goals; brainstorm and discuss
objectives. Take charge. Do some serious
thinking later in the day, although you
don't have to make a final decision just
yet. Tonight: Curl up with that best seller.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Aiming for what you want
remains a key priority. A partner
attempts to keep you focused. Thank him
for his good intentions, realizing that he
doesn't always have the most diplomatic
style. Network. Make an extra effort to
pitch in. Tonight: Where your friends are.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Others give you their opinions,
whether you seek them out or not. Take
the high road. Consider other opportunities. You might not always agree with
others, but they are doing their share.
Intuition helps you with your career and
a boss. Tonight: Burning the midnight
oil.

NEED FULL-TIME
BOOKKEEPER
Knowledge of accounts
receivable, accounts payable,
general office skills, general
computer skills.
Apply in person at:

ConrAlkin
Downtown Murray
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DEAR ABBY

DR. 0011
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I've had two
heart attacks and one mini-stroke.
Nonetheless, I feel pretty good for an
old biddy, so I can't gripe too much. Is
there such a thing as intestinal angina? I have abdominal pain after eating.
DEAR READER:- The chest pain of
standard angina is caused by a lack of
oxygen to the heart muscle, which
cramps during exertion because of
arterial blockage.
A similar phenomenon can affect
the intestine when there is significant
arterial disease in the bowel. This situation customarily causes severe
abdominal cramps during exercise
and after eating) that may also be
associated with gas, nausea and diarrhea. Intestinal angina is different
from the chest pain of peptic ulcer or
reflux, which can — if severe — mimic
the symptoms of heart attack.
Intestinal angina is diagnosed with a
special X-ray test called arteriography. Surgery may be necessary to
bypass the obstructed arterial segment. Also called mesenteric
ischemia, intestinal angina should not
be ignored because it may progress to
hemorrhage and death of portions of
bowel.
You should bring your symptoms to
your doctor's attention. If surgery
isn't necessary, he or she may be able
to prescribe medicine, such as nitroglycerine, to alleviate your symptoms.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Peptic Ulcers." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.

$ $$$$$$$$$$
$ Heights Finance $
$ Corporation $
.1, Pain Dial, Branch Mgr. $

DEAR DR. GOTT - I had a mole
removed from my arm and it was
found to be a malignant melanoma,
Clark's level II-111. The doctor said not
to worry and has not suggested follow-up testing. However, I've
researched this issue and discovered
that the recommended post-surgery
approach for anytning above a Clark's
level 1 includes blood tests, a cbest Xray, bone scan, and exam for other
lesions every three months. I believe
that the doctor was wrong but I am
not sure how best to proceed.
DEAR READER: Congratulations
on researching your medical problem.
As you discovered, your doctor badly
stubbed his toe. He misjudged the
seriousness of your melanoma and
can be justifiably criticized for failing
to follow accepted protocol. A level of
II-111 means that your skin cancer has
invaded the deeper layers of skin. A
conscientious specialist would have
taken pains to remove a healthy border of tissue around the melanoma (to
prevent local recurrence) and follow
up with further tests to make sure
that the malignancy had not spread
beyond the skin. While you may not
need all the tests mentioned in your
question, you surely need some — and
may even require further surgery to
check what is called the "sentinel
lymph node" in your armpit to confirm
that the melanoma hasn't spread.
In my opinion, you should be seen
by an experienced surgeon or dermatologist because you need testing, not
to mention meticulous medical supervision by a doctor who knows his or
her stuff. Incidentally, I should
remind you to avoid prolonged exposure to the sun — even ihith sun
block, which may not protect you
against further melanomas. Because
this skin cancer is believed to be a
consequence of ultraviolet damage,
you should — when out of doors —
cover yourself with light fabric.
4.) 1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY: Eight years ago,
the most beautiful woman in the
world came into my life. I'll call her
Wary.* We dated for seven months
before she started asking for a proposal. I happily agreed, and in 1993
we were married.
Two years later, she convinced
me that we should buy a house. A
year after that,she said she wanted
to have cats in our home. I don't
care too much for cats, but I gave in
to two cats.
Then she started yearning for
children. When we married, we
both realized that she could not get
pregnant. So she began inquiring
into adoption. I wasn't too fond of
the idea of bringing a child into our
home when we knew little about its
medical or psychiatric history.
Again, to make her happy, I agreed.
Now don't get me wrong — not a
day goes by that I don't look at my
son and thank God for him.
Then Mary wanted to help us get
ahead financially. We both agreed
that she would be the one to return
to college, since we could not afford
to lose my income and my study
habits are not great. So we struggled for two years to put her
through school.
After a while, Mary started
going out with her friends from
school for a few hours. Then the
outings turned into all-nighters.
Keep in mind, my son and I were at
home while she was out partying
with money we couldn't afford.
Eventually she confessed to me that
she'd had a fling with a guy she
met. I forgave her by telling her
that six years was too much time to
throw away over one mistake.
Two months ago, she told me she
doesn't want to be married anymore. She moved in with her
mother. We alternate weeks with
our son, but he has trouble staying
with her. Part of the reason may be
that she yells at him for every little
thing he does wrong. He's only 5
years old.
Two days ago, she informed me
that she's moving to Florida for an
opportunity to attend school and
have a good job. Mary does not
want our son to come with her. In
fact, she says she doesn't want him
at all. Sometimes she says she
Wishes she could take him back to
the agency.
Abby, I gave my wife everything
she wanted — a house, an educe-

LOOKING BACK

tion, a son and plenty more. Now
she's leaving me high and dry to
cope with the responsibilities of
paying the bills and being a parent.
So much for deadbeat fathers.
Care to offer any advice?
DESERTED IN NEW ORLEANS

Ten years ago
The Murray Independent School
district has been recognized as the
second most efficient school system in Kentucky in 1988, according to a management study released
by the State Department of Education.
Birihs reported include a boy
to Steven L. and Melissa Champine,
Aug. 24; a boy to Rebecca and
Charles Lemonds, a girl to Teresa and Layton Hudson and a girl
to Audra and Barry Wilson, Sept.
9; a girl to Molly and Pat. Ross,
Sept. I I.
Twenty years ago
The Calloway County Circuit
Court Grand Jury returned 13 criminal indictments in its report the
court.
When the 1979-80 Racer Band
takes to the field in Roy Stewart
Stadium at the opening Murray
State University football game on
Sept. 15, it Will be the largest
band in the school's history. David
A. Wells, beginning his fifth year
as director, said more than 170
students make up the Racer band.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Chris Page, Aug.
28; a girl to Staff Sgt. and Mrs.
Stephen G. Nanny, Aug. 31.
Thirty years ago
Murray City Council approved
the motion to have an ordinance
drawn up to make the two streets,.
South 13th and Irvan, by W.Z.
Carter School one way streets
because of the heavy traffic there.
Pvt. John D. Cooper has completed nine weeks of advanced

DEAR DESERTED: Only this,
and it's offered with my sympathy for the treatment you have
received from this immature
and self-centered woman. The
house will appreciate in value,
and the emotional and psychic
gratification you will receive
from raising your son are priceless. If you can let Mary go
without bitterness, you will be
the winner in the long run. And
please, consider counseling for
both you and your son to help
you through the heartbreak in
the aftermath of this desertion.
***

DEAR ABBY: Is the mother of
the bride supposed to ride with the
bride in the limo on the way to the
ceremony, or should I drive myself?
THERESA IN VERNON,CONN.
DEAR THERESA: Ride in
the limo with your daughter,
dear lady. You deserve a little
pampering.
*

*
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 14, the
257th day of 1999. There are 108
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 14, 1814, Francis Scott
Key wrote "The Star-Spangled Banner" after witnessing the British
bombardment of Fort McHenry in
Maryland.
On this date:
In 1847, U.S. forces under Gen.
Winfield Scott took control of
Mexico City.
In 1901, President McKinley
died in Buffalo. N.Y., of gunshot
wounds inflicted by an assassin.
Vice Presideht Theodore Roosevelt
succeeded him.
In 1927, modem dance pioneer
Isadora Duncan died in Nice,
France, when a scarf became entangled in a wheel of her sports car.
In 1940, Congress passed the
Selective Service Act, providing
for the nations'first peacetime draft.
In 1948, a groundbreaking ceremony took place in New York
at the site of the United Nations'
world headquarters.
In 1959, the Soviet space probe
Luna 2 became the first manmade
object to—rtach the moon.
In 1975, Pope Paul VI declared
Mother Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton
the first U.S.-born saint.
In 1982, Princess Grace of
Monaco, formerly actress Grace
Kelly, died at age 52 of injuries
from a car crash a day earlier.
In 1982, Lebanon's presidentelect, Bashir Gemayel, was killed
by a bomb.
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1 Not soft

4

States Army at Fort Polk, La.
Janice Conley and Pat Wilson
were married Aug. 23 at the Good
Shepherd United Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. S.L. Horn will
be married 50 years Sept. 21.
Forty years ago
Pvt. Thomas L.' Wyatt is 'how
serving with the United State's Army
at Fort Gordon, Ga.
New officers of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star are Belva Dill. Norman Klapp, Nettie Klapp, Buel
Stalls. Nell Robbins, Mildred Stalls,
Abbie Lee Williams, Aberdeen
Herndon, Dorothy Boone, Frances
Churchill, Clover Cotham, Thelma McDougal, Urbena Koenen,
Gussie Geurin, Mildred Bell, Mary
Louise Baker, Velma Hendon and
R.H. Robbins.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Russellville 24 to 6 in a football
game.
Fifty years ago
Qtizens of the Murray Annex
met at the court house and voted
to send a resolution to the State
Insurance Inspection Bureau asking for equalized fire insurance
rates. Urban Starks presided.
Barbara Ann Bigham and
Charles Evans (Chuck) Simons
were married Sept. 10 in Paris,
Tenn.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Otis Woods, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Cossey
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Spann. Sept. 12.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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I TNOU6NT
'fOU DIDN'T
PAINT
FLOWERS
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option, for
short
39 Fruit
covering
41 Sweet
potatoes
43 Terra —
45 Halloween
sights
48 Bnghtly
colored bird
50 Value highly
51 Ponce de —
52 Canadian
prOV
54 Sea bird
55 Knotts and
Johnson
56 Ocean
57 — away
(hide)

1 Types of
meat
5 Cleo's
nemesis
8 The Four —
12 Jai —
13 Tiny
14 Sioux Indian
15 NBA's
Dennis —
17 The — of it
all
19 Recording
samples. for
short
20 Coral island
21 Entertainer
Paul —
23 Smooch
24 Roman 59
26 Damage
28 Conceit
31 — ease
32 Inlet
33 Exclamation
34 — Paulo
36 Cash
drawers
38 Banking
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in the suit.
The question is how the defender is supposed to know when to
take the ace. Fortunately, a convention dealing with this subject
was devised many years ago.
The partner ofthe player with
the ace signals how many cards he
has in the suit by playing high-low
if he has two or four small cards
and up-the-line with three cards.
An example of how the convention
works is shown in today's deal.
East won the spade lead with
the king and returned the three to
dummy's ace. Declarer led a low
club, on which East played the
eight to identify his doubleton club.
West refused declarer's king
and also the next club, on which
East contributed the three as
dummy won with the ten.
South now shifted his attack
to diamonds. When he led the deuce
from dummy,Eatplayed the three,
thus denying he held a dquhleton
diamond.
West therefore did not take
the king when it was played (since
he knew that both East and South
had three diamonds), nor did he
take the queen when declarer tried
another diamond. Against this defense, South could not come to
more than eight tricks, and he
finished down one.
Had West prematurely taken
the ace ofeither suit — which would
be largely a matter of guesswork
without the countsignal —declarer
would have made nine tricks.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
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infantry training with the United

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
$ I:304A Chestnut St. $
PETER
4AJ
Murray, KY
GOTT, M.D.
V 86
$
(270) 759-0310
$
•J 10 4 2
Former Bankruptcies $
J 10 5 4
Welcome!
EAST
WEST
4K853
49 74 2
V J 10 7 4
W Q 53
•8 5 3
•A 7 6
483
+A 9 2
SOUTH
4Q106
BLON.IDIE
V A K92
K Q9
•
,3
IT'S
WELL,
GOOD NEWS, S.W./STEAD'
4K 76
GOOP NEWS
I'VE DECIDED NOT TO GIVE
FOR ME!! ,
The bidding
YOU THAT COST-0G LIVING RAISE!
East
North
West
South
Pass
2 NT
Pass
1 NT
3 NT
Opening lead — two ofspades.
There is one defensive convention that is not well-known,is easy
to learn and, when the right hand
comes along, can prove very valuable.
Suppose, in a notrump contract, dummy has the K-Q-J-10-9
of a suit in which one defender
CATHY
holds A-x-x, and dummy has no
entry card. If the declarer
other
r-E9ERNTHING `IOU COULD
'Ut11...T1ATI r WHAT WILL
SHOPPING ONLINE 15
Sirtwt,v ENTER `40UR
ThE`i WANT has three small of the suit, the
MIGHT
PosstBLY WANT TO BIN
CREDIT CARD NUMBER AND..
ALREACH A MULTt- BILLIONSLOW 'IOU
15 AVAILABLE ONLINE.
NEXT OUR defender will do best if he refuses
DOLLAR INDUSTRY AND
CREDIT CARD
to take his ace the first two times
DOWN A
MAILING.
GROUJ1NG HOURLY .I
NUMBER IS
S(GN ME UP!
ADDRESS?? the suit is led.
NONE. OF THER
&ET ME STARTED!
If declarer has only two cards
BEESWAx!!
ofdummy's long suit,the defender
should refuse the first lead but
A
take the second to prevent declarer from scoring an extra trick

$$$$$ $$$
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election
11 Trade for
money
16 Inquires
18 In the long —
(over a period
of time)
22 A month
23 Onion roll
24 — Vegas
25 Call — — day
27 Castor —
29 Obtain
30 Unit of
electncity
35 Right to
choose
36 Shade of blue
37 Donaldson
and Jaffe
38 Declare
40 Jackets or
collars
42 Partners
43 Not hot
44 Creamy
sandwich
46 Card game
47 Sawbill duck
49 Dawn
goddess
50 Greek letter
53 — plus ultra
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Congressmen warn of need for TVA compromise
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Chairman Joe Barton, R-Texas. is that it would bring market forces
Members of a congressional sub- said he expects to present a House to bear, raise the level of comcommittee on Monday warned offi- version of a utility deregulation petition within the industry and
cials and customers of the Ten- bill within the next two to three thus keep prices lower for connessee Valley Authority that they weeks, and encouraged TVA and sumers.
The problem i that TVA, and
need to craft a compromise for other intersted parties to agree
.peri.ver
'Mrs" role amid- utility d'eregtilr—on-WhifffieTIVA portiontfirShOuld •iome-other
ers, are different animals from prition.
say.
If they don't, the committee
"I encourage you to get togeth- vately owned utilities. TVA is fedmembers said during a hearing in er sooner rather than later," he erally chartered and has responsiNashville, somebody else — pos- said. "I think the market has almost bilities that private companies don't,
sibly somebody with less concern dictated that the fence will come such as flood control, navigation
and economic development.
for the interests of the region — down."
Congress has always funded
The "fence" is the federally
will do it for them.
"We can have a business bill mandated service area for TVA; those programs, but the funding
or a political bill," said Rep. Ralph the agency can't sell its power has dwindled from a high of $222
Hall, D-Texas. "We can give you outside that 80,000-square-mile million in 1980 to just $7 million
apolitical bill, but you might not area, and it is a burdensome process now, that solely for the Land
for other uplities to sell power Between the Lakes nature preserve
like it."
on the Tennessee-Kentucky borAdded Rep. Ed Bryant, R-Tenn.: inside it.
Utility deregulation would allow der.
"We cannot be an island for the
TVA's power program is selflong term. Deregulation is com- a distributor — the Knoxville Utilities Board or Memphis Light, Gas supporting.
ing."
Private companies want TVA to
The Subcommittee on Energy and Water, for example — to buy
and Power held the hearing at the its power from anywhere iiirlhe play by the same rules as they
state Capitol at the request of con- country.
do, especially if they are to comThe theory behind deregulation pete head-to-head for customers.
gressmen from the region.

Among the main points of contention are whether TVA should
be allowed to build more generating capacity. Mark Medford,
TVA's executive vice president of
customer service and marketing,
Calal-Wiftbjectia.heeTTOr 3,000
more megawatts of generating
capacity by 2004 just to meet the
growing demand within its service area.
TVA how has 28,624 megawatts
of generating capacity from its
three nuclear plants, 11 coal-fired
power
. plants, 29 hydroelectric
dams, four combustion turbine
plants and one pumped-storage
facility.
One possible compromise would
be to allow TVA to sell only
excess power outside its region;
that is, the agency couldn't build
power Plants for the sole purpose
of selling it elsewhere.
—power generation is built
in large chunks, so if TVA built
a 3,000 megawatt plant to take

Cinema International to show 'The Apple'
Murray State University's Cinema International offers The Apple
on Sept. 16, 17 and 18 as its
fourth film of the fall series.
The film will be shown nightly at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater on MSU's campus.
The 1998 Iranian film, directed by Samira Makhmalbaf, takes
a look at cultural restrictions
imposed by societies and how some

member chafe against them while
others embrace them and take them
to the extreme.
A case of the latter is a 65year-old Tehran man who had never
allowed his 11-year-old twin daughters out of the house.
"My girls are like flowers. They
may wither in the sun. A man's
touch is like the sun," he explained.
A case of the former is the

film's 17-year-old director (daughter of Iranian director Mohsen
Makhmalbaf) who convinced the
family to reenact the incident for
the camera.
The film is in Farsi with English subtitles and is not rated.
MSU students, faculty, staff and
community members are invited
to attend the showing at no charge.
The Cinema International Series

MSU to offer senior citizens course
This fall semester, Murray State information about this or any other and workshops at 762-3662 or tollUniversity will be offering a non- community education course, con- free outside of Calloway County
credit community education course tact MSU's office of conferences at (800) 669-7654.
designed strictly for senior citizens, made possible by receiving
a grant from the American Association of Retired Persons(AARP).
Enrollment in the course is not
restricted to AARP members only;
all senior citizens are invited to
take part i the _seven-week course
-Massage Therapy -Facials •A VEDA® Products
-in cOmputing.
& DPI• Aromatherapy • Sugaring •itiqjla
"Computers for Senior Citizens"
begins Sept. 23 and continues
1311 Johnson Blvd- • Mlairsloy
through NO 4.
The class will meet from 5:30-6:30 p.m. Thursday evenings.
Jonathan Criswell,computer teacher
in the Calloway County school
system, will serve as instructor.
This course covers skills including simple keyboarding, mouse
Specializing in General,
skills, sending and receiving eFirestone & Summit Tires
Bridgestone,
mail, word processing and surfing
the Internet for stock quotes and
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12
genealogy.
The course fee is $10 for AARP
members and $15 for non-members.
Owner
To enroll in "Computing for
Ronnie Melvin
401 N. 4th St.
Senior Citizens" or for additional

is sponsored by the Center to;
International Programs; the Curris
Center; the colleges of humanistic studies and fine arts and communication; the departments of English, history and foreign languages.
the Foreign Language Club; Phi
Alpha Theta; the Office of Student Affairs; Cultural Services of
the French Embassy and the Cultural Ministry of France.

care of its projected needs 10 years
into the future, it could sell the
excess outside its region until
demand rose to that level within
the valley.
Another point of contention is
TVA's -rates. -Those now are set
by the three-member TVA Board
of Directors, who are appointed
by the president and approved by
the Senate. Private utilities want
further oversight of the rates, possibly from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. TVA says
that's unnecessary.
A third sticking point is TVA's
$26.7 billion debt. Although the
agency's bonds say explicitly the
debt is not backed by the credit
of the United States government,
private utilities contend there is

an implication the debt would be
redeemed by the government ifTVA
failed financially, thus giving the
agency greater access to capital.
Representatives of TVA's customers told the committee they
favor competition, but agreed that
TVA's continued viability is vital
to the region.
"If TVA is included in federal
restructuring legislation, we want
to ensure that it is fair to the region's
consumers, and permits TVA to
be a competitive supplier for the
valley," said Jim Baker of the
Middle Tennessee Electrical Co-Op,
speaking on behalf of the Tennessee Valley Public Power Association, representing TVA's 159
distributors.
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MSU to offer
beginning
German class
For individuals planning a trip
fto Germany, Murray State University is offering an opportunity
to brush up on pronunciation and
conversational German in the community education course "German
for Beginners."
German for Beginners is a noncredit evening course,7scheduled
to begin Sept. 20 and end Nov.
8.
The two-hour course will meet
Monday evenings from 6-8 p.m.
An introductory text, "German in
Ten Minutes a Day," is included
in the registration fee of $120.
The course is led by John Grif-'
fin, adjunct instructor in MSU's
foreign language department.
To enroll in German for Beginners or to receive additional information. contact MSU's office of
conferences and workshops at 7623662 or toll-free outside of Calloway County at (800) 669-7654.
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Compare
3-year
5-year

1
1
1
1
1
2

STD 14.3 hp.42"Cut Riding Mower
MTD "Yardman"20 hp.46"Cut Riding Mower
36"Stow Trowling Machine
Stow Walk Behind Concrete Saw
Bosch Electric Jackhammer
Stow 3hp.2Bag Mortar Mixers

4
1

4
1

Bank-issued, FDIC-insured to $100,000

5.85% APY*
6.45% APY*
6.65% APY*

2
2

Ditch Witch Trencher
8"Drum Floor Sanders
Pull Behind 5 hp.Log Splifter
2300PSIPressure Washers
Drywall Lift
Electric Jackhammers
Pull Behind Seeder
4000 watt Generators
6cubic foot Wheel Barrows

1

Our CD Rates

1-year

Quantity

Minimum deposit $5,000
Minimum deposit $5,000
Minimum deposit $5,000

'Annual Percentage Yield (APY) - Interest cannot remain on
deposit; periodic payout of interest is required. Effective 8/9/99.

USED EQUIPMENT
Item

Price
$3,900.00
$993.00 ea.
$399.00
$693.00 ea.
$333.00
$793.00 ea.
$63.00
$430.00 ea.
$39.00 ea.

NEW EQUIPMENT
$993.00
$1,599.00
$2,173.00
$1,893.00
$1,778.00
$2,350.00 ea.

Call or stop by today.
Eric Penniston
600 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
753-7401
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